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The Sound of Quality

NEVVCOMB

MODEL TRS-1680-NN2

Speakers and Amplifier Balanced For Optimum Acoustical Output
Want to be sure of being heard? Understood? Equip
yourself with a Newcomb TR S-1680-NN2 sound system.
They'll get your message in the farthest corners of the
biggest halls you're ever likely to call in. The superb
sound projection provided by the TRS-1680-NN2 is the
result of teamwork : the right speaker matched to the
right electronics matched to the right controls matched
to your job. It's like the performance you get from a car
when the gear ratios, wheel and tire sizes, and engine are
all just right for each other. The speakers you see above
are Newcomb N12NT models, closed-back designs that
keep sound clean in problem auditoriums. Each case is a
rear-loaded dual-labyrinth reproducer with an extraordinarily efficient two-way speaker system. A full crossover network divides the audio signal into two parts for
clarity, definition, and high fidelity. Low frequencies are
channeled to an extra-heavy-duty 12" woofer. High frequencies go to a directional horn tweeter that maintains

the intelligibility and natural character of your voice.
Conversion efficiency is the key to N12NT performance.
They'll net you more sound from a 50 watt amplifier
than you'll get from run-of-the mill speakers driven by
150. NI2NTs do best of all teamed up with a TRS-1680.
A beautiful instrument. Versatile. Flexible. Powerful.
The brightly lit control panel really slants back — so you
can operate it as easily standing as sitting. The TRS-1680
puts out a true, full 80 peak watts of mono power. Does
it with dependable vacuum tubes. If you burn one out,
plug in a new one yourself. You can split the output for
stereo reproduction or stereo orchestra reinforcement.
Dial any degree of separation you want. And your voice
will still come out the center equally proportioned between the two channels. The TRS-1680 delivers more
actual usable watts than some transistor models of higher
paper ratings. Anyone can prove this just by listening.
Investigate before you invest. Write for the big full
story ...

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., DEPT. SO-10, 12881 BRADLEY AVENUE, SYLMAR, CALIFORNIA 91342
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READ THIS BADGE ACROSS THE SET!
("From The Floor" is the Square dancer's opportunity
to take "pot shots" at "Sets in Order" or the Square
Dancing picture in general. Send your comments to the
Editor, "Sets in Order," giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters will be disregarded.)

Dear Editor:
Some of our members have been studying
the Gold Ribbon Report and the other excellent material you have been publishing and
they are just bursting with ideas and plans
based on the material.
There were 23 members in our callers' group
last season and 34 clubs in the South Western
Ontario Square Dance Assn. We have the
potential of doubling membership by signing
up more of the regular club callers, plus about
22 newer callers who completed a course at
Fanshawe College, London, a year ago.
John Silcox
London, Ont., Canada
Dear Editor:
Kudos to S.I.O. for keeping us informed of
what's going on around the world in square
and round dancing.
Doris and Charlie Duncan
Papillion, Nebr.
Dear Editor:
We want to give a big, "Thank you!" to the
square dancers in Seattle for a first rate convention. It's the best one we have attended—
and the dancer-hosts should be congratulated.
George and Ruth Billing
Palatine, Ill.
Dear Editor:
For several years now we've been noticing
a decided inclination among the callers, local
and national, to call "hash" calls for too long
a period. At the same time there seems to be
an inclination among the dancers to sit out,
either every other tip, or to leave early. I have
asked them why and was told that they were
worn out. I am surprised that callers haven't
noticed that they were calling to smaller
groups in the last hour or so of an evening
and that large numbers of people were sitting
instead of dancing.
On the plus side there was a caller from
Port Arthur, Texas—Andy Andrus—who used

Outstanding engraved plastic badges
with raised cut-outs —Only $1.50
Plastic available in various colors.
Thin plastic for glue-ons—MANY COLORS

SING- A LONGS
Special Shapdk:ACJ
or any State
$1.50

JOHN SMITH
DESIGN BADGES $1.25

SUZY
JOHNSON

i(j

$1.00

Name
Only
900

TOWN OR CLUB
ALL BADGES HAVE SAFETY CLASP PIN
WE PAY POSTAGE
Send for brochure . . . FREE sample

BLUE ENGRAVERS
315 SEVENTH ST., SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 90733
5% Sales Tax on Calif. orders

(Please turn to page 50)
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WINTER ASILOMAR 1970
Week End — January 30th to February 1st
Regular — February 2nd to 7th
Featuring; Marshall Flippo, Frank Lane, Willie and
Vonnie Stotler, Bob and Nita Page, ( Week End only),
Frank and Carolyn Hamilton, ( Special Course for
Round Dance Instructors) and Bob and Becky Osgood.
Sponsored by Sets in Order, the Official Magazine of
Square Dancing. For brochure write 462 North
Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90048.
( over)

NOTES TO YOU
From A Square Dance Friend
Each year thousands of these little cards are handed out by square dancers to their
square dancing friends. In this way the great majority "discover" what Asilomar is all
about. Asilomar is a haven for square dancing in a beautiful location (on California's
Monterey peninsula). It is, in the words of one square dancer who has attended many
sessions; "The perfect square dance vacation where one meets new friends while being
reunited with others he has met before. Where he eats like a king, dances like an expert,
relaxes from the outside world, and has the time of his life!"
Winter at Asilomar is a perfect time for square dancing. The weather is usually sunny
and mild (be sure and bring a camera) and just right for daytime workshops and evening
party dances. If you would like more information on the 1970 winter sessions, write
for a brochure and check these dates now on your calendar.
Weekend — January 30 to February 1
Regular Week-long session: February 2 through 7

WRITE:

462 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048

SCE

Square Dance
Date nook.
Oct. 3-4-4th Ann. San Angelo S/ & R/D
Festival, Coils., San Angelo, Texas
Oct. 3-4--Brush Arbor S/D Festival
Dance Pavillion, Rockaway Beach, Mo.
Oct. 3-5—Dixie Fed. Callers Assn. Clinic
Valdosta, Georgia
Oct. 4-1st Ann. Fiesta Rancho Chico S/D
Jamboree, So. Gym State College, Chico,
Calif.
Oct. 5-1st Ann. Cleveland Area S/D Jamboree
Grand Ballroom, Hotel Statler-Hilton,
Cleveland, Ohio
Oct. 5—Mid-America S/D jubilee, Dane Count
Col., Madison, Wis.
Oct. 10-11—Round Dance Festival, Liberty
Park, Sedalia, Mo.
Oct. 10-11-5th Syracuse Fall Festival
War Memorial Audit., Syracuse, N.Y.
Oct. 11-20th Ann. Ark. State Fall Festival
Robinson Audit., Little Rock, Ark.
Oct. 11—Penn Wheelers Fall Fling
U. S. Pen. Training Center, Lewisburg, Pa.
Oct. 11-12—Square Dance Funsti Toot 3
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Texas
Oct. 17-5th Ann. Happy Hoedowners Badge
Dance, Bishop Ryan School, Hamilton, Ont.,
Can.
Oct. 17-18-2nd Ann. Autumn Leaves Festival
Montreat, N.C.
Oct. 17-18—Annual Helldorado Dance
Tombstone, Ariz.
Oct. 17-18—Kansas Fall Festival
Century II Conven. Hall, Wichita, Kans.
Oct. 17-19—Autumn Dancerama
Francisco Grande Hotel, Casa Grande,
Ariz.
Oct. 18—Frederick Fall Festival
W. Frederick Jr. H.S., Frederick, Md.
Oct. 18-19-10th Ann. Fla. R/D Council
Festival, Cape Kennedy Hilton Motor Lodge
Conven. Hall, Cape Canaveral, Fla.
Oct. 18-19—Fun Festival & Callers Cl.,
Sidney, Nebr.
Oct. 18-19—Prairie Schooners S/D Festival
Sidney, Nebr.
Oct. 19—Pittsburgh Fed. Fall Frolic
Rostrauer Gardens, So. of Pittsburgh, Pa.

(Please turn to page 75)
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DO YOU LIKE TO SAVE
EACH ISSUE OF SETS IN ORDER?
These handsome red leatherette
binders hold 12 issues for a
neat compact volume—a treasure house of Square Dancing
$2.50 postpaid
information.
Californians add 5% sales tax.

SINGING CALLS

ORDER FROM

SWINGING AROUND — Rockin "A" 1346
Range: High HD
Tempo: 127
Key D
462 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90048

COMPLETE COURSE

SQUARE DANCE
FUNDAMENTALS & MOVEMENTS
by "Uncle Walt" Wentworth
All the basic figures, new movements and ideas, from the
very first Allemande Left to the very latest being brought
out are in this book. Leading callers and dancers say it is
the most complete book on Square Dancing they have ever
seen and it should be a MUST for both dancers and callers.
Supplements are issued periodically (at a nominal cost) to
keep the book up to date. Price including first 16 supplements revised to March 1969, $4.50 postpaid. Florida residents add 4% sales tax.

EDNA WENTWORTH
5557 57th Avenue No., St. Petersburg, Fla. 33709
1 line "Slim Jim" 750
Name only
regular size 850
Name and Town or
design 950

DIXIE
STILES
HOMETOWN. U. S.A.

Name and town and

•

design (pictured) $1.00
Name and town and
design and club name

ANY
STATE
SHAPE
$1.50

EACH

$1.10
We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any
Color Black, White,
—

Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Yellow, Walnut, Birch.

Send Check, We Pay Postage

Low LA
Caller: Mal Minshall
Music: Western 2/'4 — Guitar, Piano, Banjo,
Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — chain back —
circle — allemande — weave — do sa do —
promenade — swing (Figure) Heads cross
trail around one — up and back — pass thru
— partner trade — circle — allemande —
weave — do sa do — promenade — swing.
Comment: An updated, well timed dance to the
old standard tune, "Welkin' The Floor Over
Rating: **:+
You". Music is good.

GLAD RAG SHUFFLE — Hi-Hat 381
Key: F

Tempo: 124

Caller: Bob Wickers

Range: High HA

Low LC

Music: 4/4 Shuffle — Clarinet, Guitars, Piano,
Harpsichord, Drums, Bass.
weave
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — allemande
do sa do — men star left — partner right —
allemande — promenade (Figure) Heads
square thru — do sa do — swing thru — spin
the top — right and left thru — square thru
three quarters — corner swing — promenade.
Comment: An old favorite tune done in heavy
4/4 shuffle rhythm with lots of bounce. Figure
Rating: Y,-(
is standard and active.

I WON'T GO HUNTING — Swinging Square 2349
Range: High HB
Tempo: 126
Key: B Flat
Low LB
Caller: Bill Saunders
Music: Western 2/4 — Clarinet, Guitar, Piano,
Banjo, Vibes, Drums, Bass

(Please turn to page 66)

PAT'S PLASTICS
Box 847 Rifle, Colorado 81650 Phone (303) 625-1718

FREE CATALOG
Send for colorful 96-page catalog!
Matching Square Dance Outfits,
Slippers, Boots, Dresses, Accessories.
Complete Western Wear.
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HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORTS

Each report gives an analysis of the record
and the dance. The shaded area in the
—H B
chart indicates the voice range used by
HA
most recording companies. By comparing
LG
the voice range letters in each analysis
LF
—L E
with those on the chart, you should be
LD
le to determine the record's suitability
ab
..L
LB
to your voice. Occasionally a report will
-LA
be starred (*) in which case you will find
ELG
the calls reproduced in the Workshop secELF
tion of the same issue.
Some of the square dance records reported will have
rating symbols at the end of the "Comment!' section.
These represent the opinion of the reviewing committee.
Symbols used indicate as follows: *Average, **Above
Average, ***Exceptional, *** Outstanding.
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MANI' ARE CALLED,
BUT FEwARE CHOSEN.
"Square Dance U. S.A." Vol. 2
brings you new square dance calls
from the first choice caller,
Don Stewart. Cliffie Stone's rousing
music features Country and Pop
hits of today and tomorrow;
"Molly Brown," "Foolin' Round,"

"Mental Journey," "Honey,"
"Marie," "(Come On Home And)
Sing The Blues To Daddy,"
"It's A Small, Small World,"
"Anita, You're Dreaming,"
"Summer Sounds,"
and "Kansas City."
Available on Record and on Tape

teAturing new stirtsare dance -calls to Country Pcrp Hits of today and yesterday

Called by Don Stewart with Cliffie Stone's Music

THE ULTIMATE GIFTforaSquareDancer
(So ultimate, you'll probably
want to give it to yourself!)
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Just imagine yourself on the dream
square dance vacation. You start in New
York City where you gather with your
square dance friends and travel via fast
and comfortable Lufthansa jet to Copenhagen (Tivoli Gardens, Hans Christian
Andersen, etc.)
From there it's Germany with an eyewitness stay in Bavaria. Then an exciting
drive through the ancient walled cities to
Frankfurt, where you'll take part in the
annual European Square Dance Roundup
(and cruise on the Rhine River). Then it's

ancient and modern Athens, Greece (with
a fabulous three day cruise of the Greek
Islands on a luxury cruise ship).
Next to Venice, Italy (a gondola ride
on the canals, naturally) and Holland
(you can even compare canals) . And finally home. In all the world no trip surpasses
this one, and you'll be guided every step
of the way by experts in the travel field
plus your own square dance leaders who
will serve as tour escorts. Don't wait.
Refer to the illustrated itinerary in last
month's (September issue) Sets in Order.
Then start planning for the fun.

Presenting YOUR TOUR ESCORTS
Dave and Angie Taylor

Johnnie and Marge LeClair

If you'd like additional illustrated
brochures for yourself or friends
write Square Dancers Tour to
Greece-Etc., 462 N. Robertson
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.

Lufthansa
German Airlines

bob osgood
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October /969
time of year! Autumn
with its changing colors, start of the
football season and cooler weather—we
welcome you. Of course, you square dancers
in Australia where the seasons are just reversed and where your Spring is "busting out
all over" will just have to bear with us.
Significant of this season are the new dancer
classes and perhaps this is one of the reasons
we look forward to September and October
with great anticipation. Our 1969-70 learner
classes started this past month. As always, our
hopes run high and our imaginations even
higher that 100% of this group will not only
complete the entire course but will continue
on discovering the great joys of square dancing
in the years to come.
Perhaps this year we start with more anticipation than ever in the past. Perhaps the
concept of a more uniform teaching program
coordinated with other callers throughout the
country who are participating for the first time
in the Basic Program of American Square
Dancing has given us new hope.
If you are one of those about to try out
this new concept, you have our sincere respect.
Starting anything that is a bit "new" or "different" always requires intestinal fortitude.
If you are putting this program into effect
as described in the December 1968 issue of
Sets In Order and in the new Sets In Order
textbook which outlines the program in detail*
you are one of a great many determined to
find a plateau for the square dancer who
does not want to become completely involved
in the program, and yet will find that ten
weeks in learning 50 basics and then twice a
month in a "Basic Club" is just right for him.
Here are some important facts to remember.
H, THAT BEAUTIFUL

°The Caller-Teacher Manual for the Basic Program of
American Square Dancing. Published 1969 by Sets in Order,
462 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048
($5.00 per copy).
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This is not intended as a program to replace
square dancing as we know it today. Those
people who have the time and the inclination
will continue on with additional classes and
enjoying present clubs and so the current or
Extended Basics Program of dancing that we
have today will continue to grow and thrive
in the years to come. This is important to
remember.
The main beauty of this new program is
that we will be more nearly satisfying the
great potential that we have failed to consider in the past years—those people with
other responsibilities who would like to square
dance if it didn't mean a lengthy learning
period and endless workshops and involvement later on just to keep up.

Actually, today's enthusiastic square dancers
with vision will see that it is necessary to provide such a place, even though it may differ
slightly from existing square dance clubs,
where this large and enthusiastic potential also
can enjoy square dancing. Today's dancers
will see that if we can interest this great
majority in our activity, then some who might
otherwise be lost in the first nine or ten
months of dancing, will have a "landing field"
which they can call "home."
Those of you who are teaching and calling
this "new concept" and those of you who are
working with callers who are trying this program out for the first time are cautioned to
avoid the obvious traps. The program as
outlined in the textbook is complete. Adding
some basics while deleting others is not going
to improve the program.
9

If you're going to give it a trial shot aim
for these two important goals: (1) Stick to
the ten-week program as outlined in the textbook, keeping track of the progress and checking off in your copy of the manual the actual
dances and drills as you use them. (2) Reread the procedure chapters and particularly
the section in the back of the book concerning
a "home" for these new Basic Dancers. This
means that the first group you teach will be
the nucleus of your new Basic Club and that
without adding a single basic, your challenge
and progress will grow with the additional
material in the text utilizing the standard 50
basics.
If you will give the program a fair trial,
taking a positive stand on presenting the program and planning for the future square dance
life of your participants, you will help to develop in your community a brand new enthusiasm with unlimited potential.
You must be patient, for the program may
take time to develop. The rewards, however,
are well worth the effort. Those of us at Sets
in Order and the members of the Gold Ribbon
Committee are interested in your clear analysis of all pioneer attempts in this direction.

The Round Dance Scene

H

that the nonsquare dancer possesses a certain amount
of square dance language? It seems to us
rather prophetic that his storehouse of square
dance words relates to a mental picture he holds
of the activity and for the most part this
mental picture hasn't changed for the average
non-dancer in many-a-year. Do Si Do, Allemande Left and Promenade are good examples.
We were watching one of the "personality"
shows on . television the other day and got
another taste of "public opinion" when the
M.C. ( Steve Allen) in his best nasal twang
sang out, "Circle up four and around you go—
chicken in the bread pan pecking out dough—
break that ring with a Do Si Do", etc. and
bits and pieces of the studio orchestra chimed
in with "Turkey In The Straw" to make the
effect complete.
We're not bringing this up to start another
horrified protest that our image is all wrong,
but simply to point out that what the nondancing public knows about our activity is
little indeed and for the most part it still
bears the traditional earmarks.
10

AVE YOU EVER NOTICED

The same story holds true for the couple
dance phase of square dancing. Mention
rounds and what do you get? Someone will
hum a few bars of the Varsouvianna or a
Schottische or perhaps a Heel and Toe Polka.
Ironically, when this happens the avid enthusiast of today has little or no idea what the
non-dancer is talking about. Pity.
This all tends to make us a bit nostalgic
and think back a few years to the time when
just about everyone got up on the floor when
the orchestra played a couple dance.
Most of the old dances we remember are
recalled best by some catchy tune. Many of
the dances were free style, with the dancers
improvising as they went. You'd sometimes
find a couple that would know just one basic
Schottische step and then you'd run across
someone else who would be the first on the
floor when the orchestra started a Schottische
and who would be able to roll off the variations without repeating himself for five minutes or more.
Take the Varsouvianna. Everyone got up
for that and, depending upon the variation
played by the orchestra (AABB, AAAABBBB
or AABBB, etc.) and whether a waltz was
included or not, you would just dance your
own particular styling. Depending upon where
you came from, you might refer to the same
dance by any number of titles. One person
of authority once told us the proper name was
Warsaw Vienna. A college student would request it by the title Varsity Anna. Our grandmother would dance the tune to her own singing of "Have You Seen My New Shoes?".
The polkas always seemed to be the most
popular and not just with the younger generation as one might imagine from the more
vigorous versions some of the old-timers dug
up.
Usually a polka would be free style, but
sometimes someone would request a stately
heel and toe version, and the floor would
immediately take on an elegant appearance
of the gentle dance.
The most vigorous of all polkas we remember was the one folks in Arizona danced called
the Bud Brown or Kick Shin Polka. This had
two parts, the second of which was simply 16
bars of regular polka steps around the hall.
The first portion was a synchronized invitation
to mayhem. The real accomplished dancers
could do it rather well. It was a series of hopsSETS in ORDER, OCTOBER, '69

together and hops-apart, The two dancers
would face each other and hold outstretched
hands as the man would hop twice aparttogether, apart-together, his lady would kick
forward between his legs, kick-left, kick-right.
Then the process would be reversed and the
man would do his kicks forward trusting that
his partner would synchronize with him. Then
the dancers would each hop-kick to the left
side then hop-kick to the right side and repeat the routine, providing, of course, they
were still able to keep going.

In addition there were free waltzes that fit
into the picture and it was rare to ever consider an evening of square dancing without a
good night waltz tacked onto the end.
Along with these dances that allowed the
individuals complete freedom of interpretation there were some old-timers we remember
that had been written to a definite pattern.
Black Hawk Waltz was one. The Veleta,
Spanish Waltz, Laces and Graces were others.
Of course over the years one tends to forget
even his favorites. The impression that remains with us, however, is that couple dances
played an important part in the complete picture and were usually enjoyed by all.
It was about 22 years ago when some of
the first sequence dances came into the round
dance picture. If you were a part of the activity in those days you may remember the
Spanish Waltz that started out with just one
sequence and over a period of time inherited
two more. Tunes popular at the time stimulated the creative ability and dances like the
Altai Schottische (done to the tune of Sentimental Journey) and Salty Dog Rag (wasn't
it on a Decca record?) were two good examples.
Along about this time the profile of
square dancing was beginning to change from
the single visiting Do Si Do dance to the allwork variety and figures like Allemande Thar
and All Around Your Left Hand Lady which
heralded the start of a new "age of invention"
in the square dance department The appearance of several "created pattern rounds"
started a brand new trend in the field of
round dancing, as well.
SETS in ORDER, OCTOBER, '69

With the advent of Good Night Irene,
Swingola ( Cruising Down The River) , Irish
Waltz and Down The Lane, the old concept
of the free-style couple dances disappeared
and the new trend of round dancing became
a part of the square dance picture.
We've learned a great deal about the
rounds in the intervening years. We've discovered that a good routine set to poor music
is almost certainly doomed from the start.
On the other hand, outstanding music has
often backed up a round dance pattern somewhat lacking in good choreography.
We've learned (or we should have learned)
that there is a saturation point after which
the average square dancer throws up his
hands and says, "What's happening? I don't
mind learning a good round dance, but I'd
like to enjoy it for a while after I've learned
it. To spend considerable time in practice
only to have the dance discarded and be replaced by a new one to learn is discouraging.
The familiar builds confidence and if I'm
going to be unsure of myself with an endless
number of dances to learn—then count me
out."
Perhaps this feeling has accounted in large
part in recent years for the round dance
specialist—the person who has come to enjoy
a special program geared to the enthusiast
who has the time, the patience and often the
ability to master many patterns.
The fact still remains that there is a phase
of this couple dancing that belongs as a part
of the square dance picture. Paralleling the
squares that have a plateau for the person
with limited time to devote to this hobby, so
should there be a form of round dancing that
appeals to everyone.
Perhaps we'll never go back to the time
when the dance floor was filled with as many
variations of the Varsouviana as there were
participating couples, but our hope is that the
day may come when each time a round dance is
played between square dance tips that the
great majority of dancers will get up to participate.
This all leads us into this month's subject
for the Gold Ribbon Committee. Just what
direction is the round dance leadership taking? What is its attitude Howardthe square
dance picture as a whole? Is it setting off in
a direction all its own? Perhaps the coming
year will tell.
11
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ROUND DANCE
LEADERS
ASSOCIATIONS

of round dance groups while others are brought in as
dancing as a part of the total square round dance specialists to provide the round
dance picture, in recent years a specialized dancing instruction for square dance clubs in
activity has evolved, still purporting to be a their area.
part of the square dance picture and yet, beA growing need has been felt by the assocause of its very nature, of interest primarily ciations in recent years to devise a method
to those most enthusiastic in this specialized where a standardized square dancer's round
field.
of the month might be selected on a national
Hub of this activity are no fewer than 16 or international basis. The time element and
round dance teachers organizations operating the impatient need for better communications
completely separately from square dance have slowed down this project considerably;
callers and teachers groups. While many of however, efforts continue to seek an answer.
these round dance associations do some work
Area Differences
which ties in with square dancing, the maThe need is particularly evident to those
jority are concerned with activities where who travel from one area to another, discoveronly round dancing is involved.
ing that what may be the round of the month
Among the meaningful projects conducted for square dancers in one area is not the same
by these associations are standardization of in another area. There could be as many as
round dance basics, screening of new round 30 or 40 different rounds being introduced
dance material, selection of round dances of the simultaneously in any given month.
month, clinic help for round dance teachers
The solution to the problem is not an easy
and the production of round dance "festivals" one. As one leader put it, "The process of
and big party-type round dance programs.
selection looks like a popularity poll, with the
Some of the existing round dance leader personalities of those creating the dance havassociations have done an outstanding job in ing as much or more to do with the selection
promoting an exemplary attitude among their than the actual quality of the dance itself."
To be successful a round of the month
members. Some have discovered that by working cooperatively together toward common must be judged on its own merits. Is the mugoals the public image of the activity can be sic well recorded, complete with round dance
greatly enhanced. And some have discovered instructions, and on a label available to everythat the competitive spirit evident on occa- one? Does it include a good introduction and
sions must give way to a spirit of cooperation, ending? Does the dance fit the music, and is
with those possessing the greatest background it well constructed? Is there something about
and ability teaching and providing leadership the dance that justifies its existence? Is the
sequence of the dance regular and conducive
for the others.
to learning in a reasonably short teaching
The Round of the Month Program
The majority of the associations have de- period?
We say, "Rounds are important because
voted a great deal of time and energy in devising
systems for a choosing a workable round dance of they teach a person to dance to music." But
the month. Some groups have even gone so far do they? Look at some of the recent examples
as to select two rounds of the month—one for that neither fit the phrase nor the spirit of the
square dancers, the other for round dancers.
A good square dancer's round dance is one
This has proven to be especially appropriate
where some of the members of these associa- in which the music virtually reminds the
tions serve as callers and teachers for square dancer what he is to do.
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Purpose of the Association

Dena M. Fresh, a member of the Gold
Ribbon Committee, sums up her feelings regarding the purpose of a round dance leaders
association in this way:
It should be the goal of such an organization to train teachers and leaders to present
an efficient and useful dance program. To
stress that a teacher or dancer with a developed sense of discrimination will not have
to learn every new dance. To call attention to
the difference between couple dancing and
round dancing—couple dances being primarily
for the square dancer with a limited desire
(or time) to learn and consisting of the basic
steps and a few simple dances. Round dancing
being for the avid participant. To amass and
distribute to the teacher /leaders the most informative material while keeping a guiding
hand on the area.
The portion of the association's activities
that would most affect the future of square
dancing would be that providing ample training
and leadership for square dance caller/teachers. A training program sponsored by these
associations, aimed at these caller/teachers,
could provide the leaders in the field of square
dancing with both a workable understanding
of dancing and a knowledge of how to present the dances. Techniques in teaching a
turning two-step or waltz must first be danced
and practiced by the leader before he in turn
can present them well to others.
Perhaps if this phase of couple dance leadership does fit into the program of existing round
dance leaders associations, it may find its way

into the training curriculum of square dance
callers associations. It would appear that if
this task is handled correctly, the leaders in
the field of round dancing are in an excellent
position to create and maintain a favorable
public image of their activity as they cooperate with and encourage the caller/teachers.
Of course, simply offering assistance is not
enough. An understanding of the caller's needs
and his problems must be explored first before
a suitable working arrangement can be agreed
upon.
The round dance teachers associations themselves reflect the image projected by their
members. It would be interesting to know, at
large functions such as the recent National
Square Dance Convention in Seattle, how many
of the round dancers participated in square
dancing during the 3-day meeting. Programmed round dances were a staple item
spaced among the squares during the regular
dancing, but it's doubtful that square dances
played very much of a part in the programmed
rounds at that Big Event.
By their very background and training and
because of their ability to dance well to the
music, round dance teachers should be among
our most ardent leaders in the square dance
movement. When round dance associations include square dancing as a part of their program, then we will appear to be one step
closer to bridging any gap that may exist. Few
people are in as good a position to assist the
overall activity with smooth dancing and appreciation of music as are our round dance
leaders.

R/D ASSOCIATION DIRECTORY
We realize that there are more round (lance associations than just those listed here.
However, the accuracy of the contacts listed on others in our file are questioned due to
the amount of time that has passed since their last updating. You're invited to send in
your association's current contact and address for another listing later on.
California
Round Dance Teachers Assn.
(So. Calif.)—Ernie Palmero, 15105 E.
Granada, Temple City 91780

Florida
Round Dance Council of Fla.—Bill
Bliss, 815 N. Andrews Ave., Ft.
Lauderdale 33111

San Diego Round Dance Instructors
—Bill Keller, 1645 Watwood Rd.,
lemon Grove 97045

Michigan
Michigan R/D Teachers Assn.—Bob
Darby, 1410 Rossman, S.E., Grand
Rapids

Colorado
Colorado Round Dance Assn.
Ty Rotruck, Denver
Washington D.C. Area
Round Dance Teachers Council of
Wash. D.C.—Dottie Heatwole, 1439
Oakview Dr., McLean, Va. 22101

Missouri State R /D Assn.—Lucyan
Ziemba
New Jersey
Northern N.J. R /D Leaders Council
—Ed Rice, 126 Greenbrook Rd.,
Dunellen 08812

North Carolina
Dixie R„'D Council—Ruth Jewell
2725 Rothgeb Dr., Raleigh 27609

Texas

Texas R/D Teachers Assn.—
Arthur Leslie
302 Waverly Dr., Corpus Christi

Manitoba, Canada
Winnipeg R; 'D Teachers CouncilThord Spetz
320 Conway St., Winnipeg 12

ROUND
DANCING
Favorites or Basics?
more and more apparent that
1 round dancing as it is known today is creeping farther and farther away from the square
dance picture. For some time the relationship of
round dancing to the squares has varied from
area to area. In some parts of the country, it is
the accepted plan to dance two squares then
immediately go into two rounds and then, without a stop, another two squares, repeating this
routine for an entire evening.
In other areas the opposite extreme is evident. A caller will call two or three squares,
followed by a three or four minute "rest period" and then another two or three squares—
but there will be no round dances in between.
In a study conducted recently the average
or typical square dance program appears to
be a "tip" made up of one round dance followed by two squares (a patter call then a
singing call) followed by a short break. Anywhere from 6 to 8 of these "tips" constitute
an evening of square dancng.
Quite noticeable in recent years is the tendency towards a lessening of participation in the
round dance portions of the evening. "We
find that we get tired dancing the squares and
need the extra time to rest." "We just don't
enjoy the round dances that much and would
prefer to sit out," etc. are some of the excuses.
Actually, it goes much deeper than that. A
caller once told us, "We don't use round
dances; our dancers don't like them!" What
IT IS BECOMING
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he probably meant was, "Our dancers don't do
rounds because we don't teach them. And we
don't teach them because we never learned
how to do them ourselves."
Study Needed
If round dancing is to continue as a part of
the square dance picture then a new look needs
to be taken at the program in general and the
teaching side in particular. If square dancers
were to learn the basics of round dancing at
the same time that they were being initiated
into the basics of square dancing, the program
would be a normal one. This is assuming that
the answer to the question, "Why should
square dancers do any rounds in the first
place?" is, "Because the rounds help the individual to be a better dancer, to move to the
music, to provide him with greater variety,
and a change of pace."
The question then arises, "How do you go
about exposing the new learner to the basics
of round dancing?" There are apparently two
differing schools of thought. The first goes
something like this:
From what we now know and have available in the field of round dances, a proven
dozen or so that contain, in a progressive
manner, all the fundamental basics a new
dancer might need for a foundation in couple
dancing, could be selected.
If throughout his period of lessons, he were
to learn these dances and have sufficient time
SETS in ORDER, OCTOBER, '69

for practice so that he could become completely familiar with them, he would always
have one dozen rounds that he could enjoy
in club dancing or at festivals and conventions.
If this list of couple dances were made standard they would be exposed to all new dancers
and would last indefinitely.
The caller/ teacher faced today with a continuing avalanche of new rounds to teach each
month would be concerned only with a dozen
which he would use with each new class.
With this goal in mind, Sets in Order has
conducted a poll and selected the following
list from which six waltzes and six two-steps
might be selected. The basis of selection should
be on whether the music is available, whether
the dance has proven itself over a period of
time, and what basic movements each dance
includes. The list of "nominees" is at the bottom
of this page.
The Second Concept

Quite different from this first plan is a
theory which is strongly supported by a number of outstanding leaders who are deeply con-

A LIST OF STANDARDS
Alabama Waltz*
Bramble Bush
Dancing Shadows*
Darling Waltz
Desert Blues
Dream Awhile
Fraulein*
Frenchy Brown
Golden Gate Waltz*
Green Door*
Hi Lili Hi Lo
Hot Lips*
Left Footer's One-Step*
Lucky

Marie
Marnie
Mexicali Rose*
Moon Over Naples*
Neapolitan, Waltz*
Pearly Shells
Pennsylvania Polka
Siesta in Sevilla*
Silk and Satin
Sleepy Time Gal*
Summer Breeze
Tango Mannita*
Think
White Silver Sands*

*The fourteen with the
greatest number of "votes".

cerned about the future of couple dancing as
a part of the square dance activity.
Gold Ribbon Committee members Dottie
and Jules Billard, Washington, D.C. have expressed a plan in the following article.

A Different Concept
of Teaching Rounds
to Square Dancers
by Dottie & Jules Billard, Washington, D.C.

or 20
standard — or "basic" or "classic" or whatever you want to call them—rounds for presentation in the education of new dancers, why
not get even more fundamental?
Why not teach basic steps of round dancing
in the same fashion that the square dance
caller teaches square dance basics? And do it
in the same series of beginner lessons?
ATHER THAN WORK OUT A LIST Of 10
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Let us elaborate. The caller at the initial
session of a beginner class identifies the positions in a square, and explains—for example—
a swing or a promenade. Then he puts on a
piece of music and the people dance what
has been taught. HP explains another basic,
let's say it's a do sa do, puts on another record,
and the people dance the new step, adding it
to the routine already learned. And so on
15

through the series of classes, each time a few
new steps being absorbed in a framework of
previously acquired patterns. Learning is done
in simple increments; memory work is kept to
the new step instead of complicated new
routines in addition.
We believe rounds can be—and perhaps
ought to be—taught in the same way. We
have been using such a technique in highly
successful basic classes for a number of years.
At the initial get-together of a class series
we identify partners, what line of dance is,
and how to walk four steps. Then we put on
a piece of music and everybody dances. We
explain another basic round dance step—a
side, close, for example—put on another record,
and people dance the new step plus what has
previously been taught. And so it goes, each
new basic being tacked on to an already
learned routine.
How To Do, Not What To Do
Thus the learning process is concentrated on
how to do a step. It isn't cluttered with the
added difficulty of having to memorize a new
dance pattern, as is the case when a person
begins rounds in the conventional manner:
learning how to waltz while being taught
"Alabama Waltz," for example. Even a simple
dance can seem complicated to a beginner.
just as the caller calls the basic steps in the
evolving square dance pattern, and the student
reacts to them in dancing pleasurably to music,
so we "call"—cue—round dance basics while
the student dances to the cues. We "hash"
rounds, if you will.
By the end of a short series of classes—there
are fewer basics to teach in round dancing
than in square dancing—the beginner can put
his steps to work for him in dancing routines.
He's in the same position a graduate of a
square dance course is who goes to a club
dance and the caller with directional calling
of basics gets him through a figure he's never
encountered before. The round dance class
graduate can step out and dance currently
popular rounds, if properly cued, even though
he might never have seen them before.
This brings up the subject of cueing. We
believe in it. We think probably more people
have soured on rounds because of the problems created by having to memorize routine
after routine than from any other cause. We
suspect many square dancers would develop
equal acidity if they had to memorize the
-
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pattern of each singing call and do without
the caller—a feat no more difficult than learning rounds by rote.
So much, then, for the fundamental tenet
that round basics can be taught in the same
fashion as square dance basics. How about
the query raised earlier concerning the two
being taught together?
They can be. The caller, in his beginner
class from the very first night, could call a
couple of square dance teaching tips, then
teach one of the basic round dance steps in a
mixer routine such as we have previously
described. Between later tips, using a different piece of music, he could introduce another
round dance basic in the same mixer pattern.
Depending on the number of lessons in his
square dance course, he might or might not
have time to teach all the basic round dance
steps needed for a person to do current
rounds competently.
But that's relatively unimportant. The great
value is that the dancer will have been introduced to both rounds and squares as complementary aspects of a wonderful activity.
And he can continue to learn to acquire new
basics as he goes along, reaching the level of
proficiency or knowledge that to him is most
rewarding.
The same teaching technique could be used
by a caller in clubs already proficient in
squares, but not using rounds, yet interested
enough to give five minutes between tips to
learning couple dance basics. As a corollary,
it could also be a solution to the problem of
the group which has completed its square
dance classes and is reluctant to start all over
again as beginners in a round dance group.
We're assuming here that readers agree
with the premise that rounds and squares belong together, and that the combination has
a number of advantages. Among them: people
become more skilled dancers rhythmically; the
need for "high level" figures in both rounds
and squares isn't as great because each form
serves as a relief and a challenge contrast for
the other; keeping interest high at a more
easily acquired level of dancing thus lessens
the "squeeze out" of persons who lack desire
or ability to do really tough patterns.
Of course, what we are talking about here
means that the square dance caller would have
to learn to teach and cue round dance basics.
This should be no problem as far as technique
SETS in ORDER, OCTOBER, '69

Those of you who call and teach and
those of you who are strictly dancers undoubtedly have your own opinions on all
of this. What in your judgment would
be the most fitting solution? Would you
prefer to see a list of standards as a
means of teaching the basics or would
you prefer to see a list of basics accepted which could be adapted to drills
and ad lib cueing that could fit the
second theory? Or, to carry this further,
do you have a third solution, or a fourth?
Won't you send us a post card with your
considered ideas?
If your selection is for a "list of couple
dance standards" then, using the "nominations" listed on page 14 (and adding
any that you feel should be included)
write your list out on a post card or in a
letter.
Post cards should be received by us no
later than October 30 so that they may
be sent to a special group to be checked
out and tallied. Simply address your reply
to this magazine.
is concerned. Teaching and cueing principles
are pretty much the same. As an aside, callers
might even be better round dance cuers than
some couple dance leaders now in the field;
at least the caller knows the art of prompting
a fraction of a measure ahead of the musical
note on which the step is to be executed.
Round dance leaders who cue "on the beat"
may help dancers learn timing, but are no aid
whatever to the person who doesn't know a
dance and needs prompting in advance so he
can get through the routine in time with the
music.
It can be argued that the square dance

caller has enough difficulty keeping up with
new square dance material without being
further burdened by having to take on round
dance chores. That may be so. But couldn't
his taw become the round dance teacher and
cuer? It would give her a better share of the
limelight and something to do besides sitting
on the sidelines—if you can label all the things
a caller's wife contributes to a successful
group "sitting on the sidelines." Or how about
some interested round dancing couple working with the caller?
The point is, it can be done. Round dance
basics can be taught along with square dancing. And perhaps instead of working on 10 or
20 "standard" couple dance routines to be
taught beginners, we ought to think about a
list of round dance basics that could dovetail
with a list of square dance basics. And let
routines for both phases of this great activity
be the result of the skill of the caller or
choreographer in putting basic steps together
for the dancer to do the cues.
BASICS
As a starting place, the following list of
couple dance "basics" was prepared for Sets
in Order some time ago by Ralph Maxhimer.
As indicated by him, this is only the beginning, but it suggests a direction towards the
type of "language" to be taught the dancer
learning the two-step and the waltz.
Two Step
Forward; Backward; Balance; Twinkle, Sideward; Maneuver; Pas de Basque; Pivot; Turning; Solo roll; Box; Diagonal; Hesitation; Rock;
Cut; Recover; Twirl; Limp; Scissors.
Waltz
Turning; Balance; Maneuver; Pas de Basque;
Canter rhythm; Forward; Backward; Box;
Twinkle; Solo turn; Viennese; Diagonal; Hesitation; Draw; Flair; Dip; Recover; Twirl.
❑

PREVIEW OF THE FUTURE
vip_TH The Gold Ribbon Report (being concluded next month), the new Caller/
V Teacher Manual for The Basic Program of American Square Dancing, the One
Night Stand Handbook and the Square Dance Recruiting Flyer all behind us as accomplished facts of this past year, we move on to Phase Two.
In the November issue of Sets in Order you will find a Preview of things to come.
Included will be a program suggested for square dancing's future of which you are invited
to become a part. It will be a unique plan, different from anything presented to
square dancing before. Its planning is based on the findings of the Gold Ribbon Committee's report. Its structure will reflect Sets in Order's 21 years of leadership in the
field of American Square Dancing.
Watch for Sets in Order's giant 21st birthday issue and a new concept in square
dance journalism.

19TH NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE
CONVENTION 2g,=,%7 HEAVENLY IN '70
•LOUISVILLE

WILL BE

S

are reminded
not to forget that, "Louisville will be
Heavenly in '70". Why? Because that is the
year of the 19th National Square Dance Convention on June 25-27 at the Fair and Exposition Center.
The setting itself rates attention for what it
offers to Convention participants. The Coliseum with its marble columns faces south.
More than 3500 persons (430 squares!) can
dance there at one time. Seats for 14,500
dancers and spectators encircle the dance floor,
affording that very important opportunity for
the non-dancing public to view the activity.
The Coliseum is air-conditioned as are Parlors
A, B and C and the Savarin Ballroom above
the Coliseum, all of which will be used.
To the right of the Coliseum is the East
Wing which boasts a relatively new air-cleaning and ventilating system. This will be used
for Challenge, Contra, Hot-Hash, Workshops,
Relaxed Squares and Youth Dancing. Ample
seating and conversation areas will separate
each section. In excess of 1200 squares can be
dancing at the same time, all within one building. Twelve different events will be going on
at one time, completely separate one from another.
At the left there is the West Wing, being
held on a stand-by basis. Should pre-registration indicate a need it will be made ready for
dancing immediately. The Mason-Dixon Restaurant is adjacent to the East Wing, easily
accessible for dancers. Parking for 27,000 cars
is available on a paved surface. And all of this
is just seven minutes from downtown Louisville.
For their non-dancing hours square dancers
will have a chance to see the surrounding
country. There will be tours to Churchill
Downs and altho' racing will not be in season
the visit to the proving grounds of thoroughbreds from the Kentucky Bluegrass Fauns
18

QUARE DANCERS EVERYWHERE

should be most enjoyable. Famous race horse
farms in the Lexington area and the State
Capitol at Frankfort will be points of interest.
A special tour for square dancers will be on
the Belle of Louisville, one of two sternwheelers still plying the rivers. They will dance on
the Belle as she steams up the beautiful Ohio
River and back downstream thru the McAlpine Locks.
Detailed information on the 19th National
may be had by writing P.O. Box 1970, Louisville, Ky. 40201.
Housing Offers No Problem

Twenty-eight Hotels and Motels will furnish
accommodations at fixed prices with confirmed
reservations. These rooms consist of Singles,
Doubles, Twin-Doubles and Suites ranging from
$7.50 to $25.00 per day. It is estimated that
these 3,245 rooms will accommodate over 9,000
dancers. The Hotels and Motels are located
downtown and in suburban areas as well as in
adjoining Indiana towns. After parties are
scheduled at some of these locations.
Parking for Campers and Trailers has been
arranged at the Add-More Trailer Park which
is located just off Interstate 65 North of Louisville and there is space for 500 units with prices
ranging from $2.50 to $3.00 per night. There
is an alternate Campsite located at the Sun
Valley Country Club, but this is restricted to
self-contained units only.
Facilities include electricity, water, sewers,
showers and restrooms. The Sun Valley Country
Club has a lunch room and the cost runs from
$2.00 to $3.00 per night.
For Hotel, Motel or Campsite accommodations, please contact Red and Ev Gerstle at
P.O. Box 1970, Louisville, Kentucky 40201. You
must be registered for the Convention to reserve
housing. Register early to assure proper accommodations. Make your reservations through the
Housing Committee.
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The Dancer
Looks at
`
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DANCING
How Solid is your Foundation?
By Madeline Allen
DERSONALLY, I still don't know how to Load
r the Boat, and I'm not about to learn. But I
do consider my-self a High Level Square Dancer, and the reason I do is that I know how
to do what I consider the Building Block calls,
and how to do them right, so that when the
caller gets set for his big new Gimmick, whatever it is this time, I will be in the right
position to do it. Knowing the latest nondirectional call will not save you if you have
goofed a simple Slide Thru on the way to it
and are facing the wrong way. Modern square
dancing calls for accuracy as well as fast
reaction time, and it takes only one individual
to defeat the efforts of seven other people —
eight, including the caller.
I think this problem arises mainly because
of our rush to bring new dancers up to club
level. There is just too much to learn for the
teacher to be able to spend enough time on
those foundation calls. A dancer who misses
one teaching session might go on dancing for
years without really knowing how to Star Thru
from any angle. He'll be pulled thru, and in
time may get the idea, but he won't know.
Here, then, are a few of the rules for some
of the basic calls, the ones I consider to be
most often fumbled. I'm assuming that you
really know how to do all of them, or think
you do. At last, you do them — but are you

sure?
Do Sa Do You start by facing each other. Go
around each other passing right shoulders, and
end up where you started. Still facing each
other. You do not turn as you go.

See Saw Same thing, passing left shoulders.
Box the Gnat Start by facing each other. Join
right hands. Exchange places, and end up still
face to face, but in each others' places.
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Box the Flea Same thing, with left hands.
Half Sashay Starting side by side, the lady
slides in front of the gent, who slides behind
her. You end facing the same way, with the
lady on the gent's other side.
Whirlaway Same thing, with a full turn for the
lady.
Pass Thru Pass right shoulders with the opposite person, but don't do anything else until
you are told.
Cross Trail Thru Pass right shoulders first, then
cross, the right hand person going in front.
Right and Left Thru Always turn the lady with
a courtesy turn and face back the way you
came.
Ladies' Chain Same thing.
Four Ladies Star Across Don't use a courtesy
turn. The caller called a Star so that you
would use an arm swing.
Slide Thru Pass right shoulders with the person
you face, and then make a quarter turn—right
for the gents, left for the ladies.
Star Thru Same thing with hands, the lady
going under the joined hands. Note that this
limits the call to a man and a woman, whereas
Slide Thru can be called for any combination.
Wheel and Deal Always end up facing the
opposite way. Easy after a Pass Thru, but hard
without one.
Cast Off Three Quarters If you started facing
out, you end up facing in, and at right angles
to your original line.
Trade You end up in the position of the person you traded with ( always moving forward),
19

but facing in the opposite direction from your
original place.

Circulate You move forward one place in your
inner or outer square, and end up facing out
if you faced in before, or vice versa. If you
were facing in, you are still facing the same
wall, but in the opposite line. If you started
facing out, you are now in the same line, but
facing the opposite wall. Clear?

This brings up the whole subject of "who's
your partner?" In Australia, at one time, you
could almost say that she was the lady you
brought to the dance. Now, however, you
change partners so often you sometimes
hardly have time to say "Hello". To name a
few, your partner is;
The girl you swing.
The girl with whom you start a
Right and Left Grand.
The girl with whom you start a
Do Paso.
The girl with whom you do a
Right and Left Thru.
The girl you receive in a Ladies' Chain.
The girl you promenade.

Did you ever find yourself circling sunny
side out, and wonder who your corner is now?
Well, the rule is, the gent's corner is the girl
who would be on his left if they turned individually and faced the center of the set.
This rule holds for a Star, too. In a right
hand star she is in front of you. In a left hand
star she is behind you. In an Allemande Thar
Star, however, she is behind you as the star
moves, but as you are going backwards, you
are facing her. ( Huh?) This is because the
girl you have hold of has now become your
partner.

One last tip. Whenever you find yourself
in a square formation for a moment, take a
good look at your corner. You may have acquired a new one in the last break and your
best anchor to windward these days, is to be
sure who your present corner is. This may
not help you to do the figure the caller is
trying to call, but it has one great advantage
—when he finally comes out with "There's
your corner, Left Allemande!" you can probably cheat just enough to look as if you had
been right all along. There is nothing like a
good strong finish to leave everybody happy.

Run The person who Runs ends up facing the
opposite way, while the inactive person moves
over but does not turn.
Square Thru Remember to pull by, at the end
of the required number of hands. ( No courtesy turns, anywhere.)

Turn Thru Same thing—remember to pull by.

IMM•111■■■
•••10-

WHAT ARE YOU THINKING ABOUT?
Whether we agree or disagree with the things that we read in Sets in Order or other
square dance publications is not nearly as important as the fact that they tend to stimulate
our thinking. Madeline Allen's ability to express her feelings concerning this activity
that she and husband, Dan, have enjoyed together for so many years, is indeed, unique.
We've enjoyed receiving letters pro and con on these columns. Now we would like to ask
you for your suggestions concerning possible subjects for more of Madeline's thinking.
Just send them to us here at Sets in Order and we'll see that they are sent to the Aliens in
Larkspur, California.
Incidentally, the thoughts on the basics in this issue are only those that Madeline has
been "kicking around" for quite some time. Undoubtedly, there are other basics which
could be discussed in a similar manner. And, while we're on the subject, remember that
the comments on these basics are not intended as complete descriptions of the movements.
These you will find in your copy of The Basic Movements of Square Dancing ( SIO,
September, 1968). In her column Madeline has simply elaborated on the "trouble spots"
or on those phases of the various basics that call for a little additional caution and
work — The Editor.
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ATTRACTIVE PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL
the Fairwood Squares of Cleveland, Ohio, sponsored a large dance and
issued a handsome promotional flyer to call
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final opening from top to bottom resulted in
an 81,1r square sheet with all the vital statistics
about the activity. This what, who, where,
when and how much information was contained in a modern, continuing square with
both the printing and the square itself gradually becoming smaller.
Professionally produced this invitation undoubtedly received a good deal of favorable
comment.

THANK YOU
Thank you works equally well in both directions—that from the bestower and that of
the recipient. Square dancers frequently take
it upon themselves to show appreciation to
their teachers and callers.
Now comes word of a teacher saying thanks
to the dancers. Shirley and Bud Parrott are
active in the round dance field in Oregon. This
past year they designed some special badges.
Featuring a parrot's head, the badges arrived
with a rectangular outline. The Parrotts re-cut
the badges into a circular shape and then
hand-painted each pin in bright colors : blue
eyes, yellow beak and red and green feathers.
Finally Bud and Shirley surprised their two
round dance clubs by presenting each member
with a pin as an expression of appreciation.
No need to report that the dancers were delighted and wear the badges most proudly.

attention to the event. No doubt other square
dance areas will enjoy seeing this flyer and
possibly using a similar idea sometime for an
event of their own.
The twice-folded invitation ended as a LII"
square sheet with the words, "Calling All
Squares", printed in white on a solid black
cover. Opening it left to right the inside cautioned the reader in black letters on a white
background to "Put a circle around Friday,
September 19th, so you won't forget. . . ." The
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A steer's
head identifies
all Rip-Snorter
activities
including the
club badge.

A CLUB PROJECT

The Beginner Class
John and Lorraine Melrose were
appointed Club Chairmen of the Beginners' Class for their club, Rip-Snorters of
Walnut Creek, California. Looking at this position in depth, they worked out several ideas
for the class, known as The Short Horns. As
much of this planning requires time and a
long-range approach, now is none too early
to think about some of these ideas for your
club's next beginners' class.
I AST YEAR

Promotion

With the hopes of having a successful beginners' group, a committee was formed and
promotion for the new class was divided into
five sections:
1. Publicity was placed in the local newspaper with a good response.
2. A club contest encouraged all club members to invite new people to the class. Subscriptions to Sets in Order and Square Dance
—Where? ( the local publication) as well as
square dance emblems were offered as prizes.
3. A demonstration dance involving several
couples and the club caller was put on at a
church social. Several newcomers came as a
result of this activity.
4. Flyers and posters were distributed and
put up in various locations.
5. A follow-up was made by sending flyers
to all names turned into the committee.
Activities During the Class Year

Once the club was underway, brief talks
were presented at suitable times on such
topics as the history of square dancing, club
22

membership, square dance magazines, square
dance attire ( this included a mini-fashion
show), etc.
Potlucks were held with the class and club
members so that the beginners and the oldtimers could become acquainted with each
other.
Telephone calls were made to anyone who
missed a class night to let him know he was
missed. This personal contact proved highly
successful in keeping the class together.
The beginners put on a "hoedown" after
they had danced six months. Club members
assisted with the event and more than 200
dancers attended.
Near the end of the course, club membership was discussed. It was suggested the class
might be interested in graduating in a club
costume. A special sewing night was held for
the ladies with many patterns being shared.
A 10% discount was obtained at a local yardage store. On graduation night every beginner
couple wore a new square dance outfit!
Graduation

As graduation drew near, the Rip-Snorters
Executive Board voted the entire class into
the club and thus graduation and club-initiation were combined.
John and Lorraine block-lettered and printed
special membership invitations to the graduates. The club emblem, a steer's head, was
block-printed on each cover. In addition an
announcement of the graduation was sent to
the members of the class, to all club couples
SETS in ORDER, OCTOBER, '69

and the association officers.
Mortar boards were made for each graduate.
Graduation and initiation ceremonies previously reprinted in Sets in Order were adapted
for the needs of the Rip-Snorters. A formal
and lovely candlelight ceremony ended with
the graduates becoming new club members
and receiving club badges and membership
books along with their diplomas.
Membership Book

The membership book grew out of a discussion the Melroses had enumerating the
various things the new members should know
about the club. It was decided the most practical solution was to have everything in writing. The cost for the booklet was met from
the club's coffee fund but the hours of time
and preparation were a donation of love.
The booklet was mimeographed and divided
into five sections:
L Basics of Rip-Snorting (or Club Administration) includes a list of the current officers
and a division of the club's Representatives.
Each Representative is responsible for six club
couples when a rapid communication of club
information is necessary.
II. I Didn't Know My Right From My Left
is dedicated to the newer dancer and includes
miscellaneous information and encouragement
for this person.
III. The Walk-Thru (or What It Means to
be a Rip-Snorter) is a history of the club,
information about its customs and traditions,

a write-up on the Northern California Square
Dancers Association, tidbits on courtesy, dress,
etc.
IV. Square Up (or Getting to Know You)
has a membership list and information on
birthdays and anniversaries.
V. Workshop lists the By-Laws of the club.
The booklet is a very useful and useable
item and the Mehoses made one not only for
the graduates but for the club members as
well, personalizing each on the cover.
It is the pleasure of the
members of the RIP -SNORTERS
SQUARE DANCE CLUB to extend
to Carl 4 Polly Woodsdn invitation to membership.
Pleers'e respond to John ,and
Lorraone Melrose- b9
Wednesday, April 16, /969
Beginners received a personal invitation for
club membership.

A great deal of time, thought, effort, patience and love went into this particular beginners' class from the club members, the
caller-teacher and John and Lorraine Melrose.
It should show results in the years to come as
these new square dancers become a part of
our world.

Some fifty pages make up this Membership Book,
attractively composed on blue and white pages.
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AFTER PARTY FUN
T

and our children today accept movies, television and space
walking as commonplace activities. However
it wasn't too many years ago when great excitement was achieved by adjusting the dials
of an Atwater Kent radio and finally hearing
a voice come across the airwaves from perhaps
as far as a thousand miles away.
Square dancing, too, has come a long way
with the assistance of communications and
the development of modern public address
equipment. Today callers are able to handle
large crowds with ease. Yet it wasn't too long
ago when dancers depended on the vocal
power of the caller with no mechanical assistance or when each square danced to the directions of the person holding down the number
one man's position.
We enjoy looking back and perhaps you
might too during some square dance evening
where you want to include a few minutes of
sitdown relaxation. Why not take a look back
into the old days of radio?
Currently on the market there are several
LPs which feature the sounds of early radio,
from theme songs of popular radio shows, to
familiar commercials to the voices of many
individuals who will never be forgotten. You
might select a few minutes of such records
by way of introduction or as background music
to your program.
Either choose a few individuals as contestants or divide your audience in half and have
a quiz to see who can remember the most
about the days of radio yesteryear.
Here are a few suggestions of questions you
might ask (with the answers listed below),
but you'll probably have several favorite recollections of your own which you'll want to
include.
1. 79 Wistful Vista was the address of what
comedy couple?
2. What was "the Great Gildersleeve's" first
name?
3. "I have a lady in the balcony" was a wellknown phrase on what show?
4. Ish Kabibble was the sidekick comedian
on what famous bandleader's program?
5. Where did Archie proclaim that "the
elite meet to eat"?
IME DOES MARCH ON

6. Bob Burns played what instrument?
7. Who was the sidekick of Red Ryder?
8. Which married couple lived in the "little
house, halfway up the next block"?
9. What was the name of Sam Spade's secretary?
10. Cream of Wheat sponsored what children's program?
11. The name "Joel Kupperman" was connected with what popular show?
12. What secret power did the Shadow
possess that made him invisible?
13. Who was the weekly visitor of "the
little theatre off Times Square"?
1. Fibber McGee and Mollie. 2. Throckmorton. 3. Doctor I.Q. 4. Kay Kyser. 5. Duffy's
Tavern. 6. The bazooka. 7. Little Beaver.
8. Vic and Sade. 9. Effie. 10. Let's Pretend.
11. The Quiz Kids. 12. The power to cloud
men's minds. 13. Mr. First Nighter.

BADGE OF THE MONTH

If you're traveling through Michigan
and drive down Highway M-99, eventually you'll encounter the town of Homer,
headquarters for the M-99'ers square
dancers.
The club's membership is made up of
those who live in Homer and the neighboring communities, many of which are
connected by the state highway of the
same number. Thus the selection of the
club name. The members do acknowledge that M-60 also carries quite a bit
of traffic to and from the dances, but
evidentally M-99 must have gotten there
first!
This most unusual and attractive club
badge is a replica of a state highway
sign with the colors somewhat reversed,
using yellow lettering on a black background.

PROFILE

A University
Square Dance Club
By Kirby Todd, Instructor
Health and Physical Education
Illinois State University
Normal, Illinois 61761
SHOES", the university square
dance club at Illinois State University
was instituted by Dr. Miriam Gray and Dr.
Gwen Smith in 1953. The club was organized
to serve the recreational needs of the university community for students, faculty, personnel, and citizens. The club grew in health
and function through the years as the university grew from a teacher-training institution
to a liberal arts school.
Five years ago, Kirby Todd, with a background of 20 years in teaching music and
American Dance in the public schools, joined
the Physical Education staff. He also brought
experience in teaching and participating in
various dance camps and institutes such as
Asilomar, The Lloyd Shaw Dance Fellowship,
College of Pacific Dance Institute, The Lighted
Lantern, Peaceful Valley, Herb Greggerson's
Ruidoso Camp, Berea College Christmas Country Dance School, Jane Farwell's Folklore
Village as well as managing a wildlife conservation and recreation area at Folk Valley,
near Marseilles, Illinois.
lie HIM-TUN'

Size Increases

Co-sponsors, as the club became larger with
a larger school enrollment, were Mrs. Bonita
Howard and Miss Joyce Morton. Mrs. Howard
went on to initiate a Folk Dance Club on
campus while Miss Morton remains active with
Shufflin' Shoes.
Students assumed more and more responsibility in the organization and directing of the
club in recent years. Thus the club became a
field laboratory to develop recreation leaders
and dance and classroom teachers. It became
an example of what future teachers might do
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to fill the recreational needs of their junior
high school and high school students in communities lacking organized recreation programs.
Jane Sweeney, current president, meets with
Mr. Todd every week to plan the evening's
program. The club meets every Wednesday
night from 7 to 8:30 with continuous dancing
— no rest breaks or intermissions. Students
from the Intermediate Square Dance sections
are asked to call if during their own class
period they have earned an "A" and if the
figures are suitable for a recreational dance
club. Members of the Lloyd Shaw Dancers
are required to call once each semester in order
that they will be better prepared to teach public school classes on their annual Spring Tour.
The program format follows Dr. Lloyd
Shaw's famous maxim: "Keep it simple; keep
it folk — or you will kill square dancing!" Not
only do the students find "Shufflin' Shoes" a
place to relax, have fun, work off steam and
meet new friends, but they have the bonus
of developing practice skills for the classes
they are taking in the activity.
Mixers, squares, rounds, contras are a regular part of the program. The officers are alert
to use holidays or seasonal ideas to spark the
program with imagination and color. Last year,
one girl had her birthday on February 29th.
She was given a huge hair ribbon and seated
in the middle of the circle at a child's table
with a small chair before a cake with five
candles. An annual Cowboy Christmas Ball is
given with western costume (one year, five
students came dressed as Indians!), games,
(Please turn to page 60)
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STYLE
LAB
INTERUPTED
RIGHT AND
LEFT GRAND

has been covered in contemporary square dancing since the
time when a turn back from a Right and Left
Grand was done in its simplest form. OldUCH GROUND
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timers can remember when this call represented the ultimate in challenge and the
unwary square dancer frequently found himself "trapped" in a movement that today is
bordering on the "very simple."
The standard garden-variety of turn back
occurred in a Grand Right and Left. As
partners met they would turn with a right
forearm halfway around (1) and pull by (as
in a Turn Thru) then go the wrong direction
(2) in a Right and Left Grand (3).
The maneuver wasn't always that simple,
however, and today's "challenge" dancer might
take time to "fasten his seat belt" with some
of the tricky combinations that grew out of
the otherwise simple maneuver.
Take the interrupted Right and Left Grand
as an example. The dancers would be doing
a regular Right and Left Grand (4) when
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couple #1 only ( shown by x) does a partner
right arm turn halfway around as the other
dancers continue their forward direction in
a Right and Left Grand (5).
It's easy to see that with all the couples
except one going in the usual direction and
one man and one lady in reverse, how a degree
of confusion is created.
To complicate things further, going back to
the Right and Left Grand in the regular direction (4) suppose that couples #1 (marked
x) and #2 (marked o) both meet their partner and turn with the right forearm halfway
around to reverse their direction as the other
two couples continue in their regular forward
direction (6). The result is that two men and
two ladies are heading in the "usual" direction
and two in a "reverse" direction (7). This
direction continues until dancers meet and
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turn with a right arm or follow the next call
(8).
Or, another variation starting from the
same Right and Left Grand (9) sees the side
two couples, only, meeting and turning by
the right (10) to go in a reverse direction as
the head two couples continue on in their
regular direction (11).
Any combination of these unexpected
changes brings a bit of legitimate, challenging
pleasure to a square. The trick, of course,
comes with the caller whose ability to provide
clear descriptive directions in plenty of time
allows the dancers to "plan ahead" without
finding themselves past the point of maneuverability.
From this simple basis of a Turn Back,
come some variations that we will be talking
about next month.
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Those with items of special interest
should send them to NEWS EDITOR,
Sets in Order, 462 North Robertson
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
Letters will be read and appreciated
although time may not allow the personal acknowledgement of each one.

Florida

Florida round dancers extend an invitation
to any who might be traveling in Florida during October to attend the Round Dance Festival at the Cape Kennedy Hilton Motor Lodge
Convention Hall at Cape Canaveral, October
18-19. This is the 10th Annual Festival of the
Round Dance Council of Florida and they will
be celebrating their 10th anniversary.
— Dorothea Brammeier
Alabama

Jamboree Time in Dixie was on Sept. 26-27
when the 10th Annual Dixie Jamboree took
place in Montgomery. Max Forsyth and Marshall Flippo shared the calling duties; Don
and Pete Hickman supervised the rounds.
— Dewey L. Glass
Virginia

Good and bad news at the same time—good
for those who had their tickets; bad for those
who couldn't get in. Such was the situation at
the 5th Annual Mountain Lake Square and
Round Dance Festival on Sept. 19-21, which
was sold out in early July. Reservations are
now being taken for the Spring Festival to be
held May 29-31, 1970 and the 6th Fall Festival on Sept. 18-20, 1970. Write to Mountain
Lake Festival, Mountain Lake Hotel, Mountain
— Jim Harlan
Lake, Va.
Maryland
Ti--c

,
_Festival will 1-Lchly=i
re'derick
in Frederick on October 18 at the West Frederick Junior High School. The staff will consist of Jim Brower, Blackie Simmons, Fred
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Bell, Danny Miller, Milt Neidlinger and Es
and Joe Turner on rounds. Write G. Simmons,
Box 572, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.
Pennsylvania

The Penn Wheelers will be having a Fall
Fling on October 11. Guest caller Manny Amor
will hold forth at U.S. Penitentiary Training
Center, Lewisburg. Visitors are welcome ( and
may leave at will). For information write
William Mutschler, R.D. #3, Lewisburg, Pa.
17837.
The Pittsburgh Area Square and Round
Dance Federation will hold their Fall Frolic
on October 19 at Rostrauer Gardens, located
on Route 51 twenty miles south of Pittsburgh.
Callers will be Singing Sam Mitchell and Ralph
Pavlik, with Lou and Pat Barbee in charge of
round dancing. Write Harry Williamson, 605
Delaware Ave., Clairton, Pa. 15025.
— Helen H. Weber
Sponsors of the 3rd Annual "Horn of Plenty
Dance" will be Perry Squares of Erie. It will
be held on November 1 at Fort LeBoeuf High
School, Waterford. The staff will be comprised
of Hal Greenlee, George Jabbusch, Ron
Schneider and Gene Smith. Write Earl Post,
3014 Davison Ave., Erie, Pa. 16504.
— Nan Greenlee
California

"Bienvenido, Amigos" say the square dancers
of the Square Dance Association of San Diego
County. This group is hosting the 19th Annual
Fiesta de la Cuadrilla at Balboa Park, San
Diego on October 31-November 2. There will
be square dancing, a teens program, clinics,
workshops, after parties and round dancing.
The theme will be based on the 200th anniversary celebration of the City of San Diego.
Write Chuck Wright, 6872 Airoso Ave., San
Diego, Calif. 92120.
Western Square Dancers Assn. announces
its new slate of officers. Leo Pinch is the new
President and serving with him will be Joe
Jasonis, Vice-Pres.; Don Kennon, Secy.; Russ
Moore, Treas.; Noah Kang, Publicity; Harold
Johnson, Co-Secretary; Red Groth, Dance Director; John Morton, Co-Dance Director; Milt
Hillers, Membership; Ray Allard, Blood Bank;
Bud Kabisch, Insurance.
Ventura Marina Squares celebrated their 3rd
A 117'1 i‘TiaTC
nn
1 4-9.-5 P M —with a cnecial dance, buffet dinner and door prizes. The
Orme Brothers ( Ray and Joel) were the callers.
On July 22 Rip 'n' Snort Club of West
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Hollywood entertained 35 Australian square
dancers who were touring the Western United
States and Canada with Jim White as Tour
Leader. The guests were given replicas of the
club badge, a red and white checked gingham
circle with the name of each individual, as
keepsakes. The Sets in Order Hall where the
club dances was decorated in appropriate
"Down Under" motif and even the refreshments were pineapple "upside-down" cakes.
Ron Jones and Paul Johnston were the callers
in the visiting group; Arnie Kronenberger
called for the evening of dancing. After the
dance Bob Osgood interviewed various members of the Australian party who were unanimous in their praise and appreciation of the
hospitality of American square dancers.
It's not one of the 7-League Boots nor yet
one of Paul Bunyan's but it takes giant steps,
at that. In one step it went from the Small
City Steppers of Vergennes, Vermont, to California, where it resided with Prentiss Knowlton
of the Highland Park Lads and Lassies. In its
second step it went from California to Antrim,
Ireland, with Mrs. Patricia Caldwell and Mrs.
Jean McGrath who had attended a Lads and
Lassies dance.
Ardel Calvert
October 4 is the date of the First Annual
Fiesta Rancho Chico Square Dance Jamboree.
This innovation as an addition to the annual
local celebration will be held in the South Gym
of Chico State College. Ed Looney will be the
caller and Chico's two square dance clubs—
Chico Squares and Barn Owls—will be the
hosts. The Chico Soroptomist Club is the sponsor of the Jamboree and will provide refreshments which will be on sale during the evening.
— Mrs. A. L. Warrens
Nebraska

The Papio Prancers of Papillion had their
season opener" on Sept. 21 under the banner,
"Red Garter Starter." M.C. was the club caller,
Jerry Hesterwerth, assisted by callers from the
Omaha Area Callers Association.
— Doris Duncan
The Omaha Area Callers Association will
sponsor a "Western Mardi Gras" on November
1 at the Livestock Exchange Bldg. in Omaha.
The evening will begin with impromptu rounds
followed by square dancing, plus a "Night
Owl" dance and breakfast. A Mardi Gras King
and Queen will be crowned and, besides gaining title, will be awarded gifts and the club
of each winner will be awarded a cash prize.
''
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Close harmony? Thejr legions of fans will recognize
callers Jerry Helt and Bryce Jphnson who were snapped
in action at the Spring Fling in,La Crosse, Wisc., this year.

Those seeking information on this and regular
club dancing may write Leonard Matuska, 5524
Lafayette Ave., Omaha, Nebr. 68132.
Ohio

The Marion Hicks . & Chicks 5th Annual
Doubleheader will be held on November 29
at the Leader Street Union Hall in Marion. It
will begin at 9 P.M. and will go on until all
hours. Calling for this "all-nighter" will be
Deuce Williams and Ron Schneider. Write
Carol Stambaugh, 2644 Marion-Marysville
Road, Marion, Ohio 43302.
Michigan

The Lansing Area Federation of Square and
Round Dancers used carefully selected articles
from Sets in Order in reprint-folder form as
hand-outs at their Annual Subscription Dance
on July 25 and plan to do the same at the
Greater Lansing Fine Arts Festival. This latter
will include square and round dance demonstrations presented by the Federation and will
be held in the Civic Auditorium on October 19.
— Bill Frees
•

Oklahoma

Estel Hobson, who has called for the T-N-T
Square Dance Club of Alva for nine years, is
retiring as a caller but with his wife will con-
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tinue square dancing. To mark the occasion of
his retirement and in appreciation of his efforts
in behalf of square dancing, dancers from the
entire Northwest Oklahoma District honored
him at a special party given by the T-N-T
Club. Hobson has called for some 28 clubs,
has taught more than a thousand people to
square dance during the years since 1950,
when he started square dancing. The Alva
newspaper printed the story about the Hobsons, accompanying it with their picture.
Washington

Bill and Lil Twilley of Seattle are the outgoing presidents of the Washington State Federation of Square Dancers. Incoming are Al
and Mickie Wiseman of Veradale. Vice-Pres.
is Cecil Wiltse; Recording Secy. is Madeline
Gensale; Corres. Secy. is Sally Caulfield and
— Kenn Trimble
Treasurer is Don Kanzler.
Ontario

The Canterbury Carousels Club in Ottawa
is holding a Round Dance Workshop and
Christmas Party on December 7 in the Canterbury Community Centre, featuring the round
dance team of Phil and Norma Roberts from
Indiana. The Workshop will be held in the
afternoon and will be followed by a Christmas
dinner. The Christmas Party Dance will occupy the evening hours. Write Garrie Jackson,
1544-F Heron Road, Ottawa 8, Ont., Canada.

Steel City Squares of Hamilton have several
special events planned for October and November. On Oct. 3 there will be a birthday
party celebrating their third year; on Oct. 31
a Hallowe'en Dance with a guest caller. In November the club will dance on Nov. 14 and
28 at the Mountain Arena, Hamilton. Ernie
and Joan Carviel are callers for this group.
Vi Spera
New Brunswick

Canada's Centennial Square Dance Train
friendships were renewed at a Centennial
Plus II reunion held at Coverdale, Albert
County, New Brunswick, the weekend of July
18. Square dancing was held in conjunction
with the Canada-U.S.A. Games and was supported by the recreation committee. Charlie
and Ethel Smith of Coverdale, who teach a
group of teen-agers square dancing, organized
the weekend. They arranged a camping area
on their farm and campers were there from
Ontario, N.B., Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island. The dances took place in Riverview
High School and started off on Friday night.
A parade was held on Saturday morning in
which the Oromocto Pioneers danced on a
float to their caller, Warren Hawkins. In the
afternoon there was a dance in Moncton shopping mall followed by a lobster supper and
dance in the evening. Callers there were Harry
Peterson, Don Haley, Warren Hawkins, Allison Kingston and others. The group was joined
by a caravan from California on Saturday eve-

Pennsylvania? Nebraska? California? No, indeed. Here you see the Piazza Promenaders of Naples,
Italy, performing at Carney Recreation Park near Naples in a People-to-People program on Italian-American
Day. Hundreds of spectators came to watch the Americans present their national dance.
Jack Hensley and Chuck Thompson were the callers.

ning. On Sunday a tour of Fundy Park and a
clam-bake at Shediac Beach finished a wonderful weekend for square dancers.
— Elizabeth Blocksidge
Okinawa

Visitors to the far reaches of the Pacific will
want to know that the following square dances
are scheduled regularly. At Naha Air Base the
Ryukyu Stompers meet every Friday evening
at Coral Haven Service Club. WA 8134/WA
4124 are the telephone numbers to call. At
Kadena Air Base the Rice Paddy Promenaders
meet every Saturday evening at the Kadena
Elementary School. Call 67312 or 43107.
'Sgt Jack D. Gregory
Saudi Arabia

The Arabian Hoedowners of Dhahran were
hosts for the 1969 Arabian Square Dance Jamboree. This was the 7th Jamboree and the 3rd
time it has been held in Dhahran. Host clubs
were Abqaiq Flares and Squares; Ras Tanura
Arabian Promenaders and Red Sea Squares.
Eighteen venturesome dancers travelled the
1200 kilometres by air to take part in the
action. Around 55 dancers attended the workshop session directed by callers George McNett,
Roger Stauffer and Del McDonald. Following

HOW TO BE A
"PERPETUAL" SQUARE DANCER
By LeRoy Stark
Reprinted by Special Permission
from Novaco Newsletter—Virginia
often on the joy and
pleasure we derive from our square
dancing activities. We realize that square dancing is actually mental, physical and social
therapy. We revel in our association with the
wonderful, down-to-earth people we meet in
the activity. We know that all of us require a
regularly scheduled recreation like square
dancing to keep us alert and active. . . . We
want to keep going as long as we are physically able. Well, there are ways to maintain
enthusiasm indefinitely.
Moderation is important in square dancing,
as it is in all things. We have seen many
dancers, in an ovei-abundance of initial enthusiasm, overdo their participation. They join
too many clubs, dance too many nights. . . .
And we have also seen these dancers disappear
from the scene after a year or so. They have
literally become satiated from over-participation.
OST OF US REFLECT

dinner served at the Dhahran Dining Hall
Annex the evening dancing began, with special
note being taken of seven people who have
attended all seven. Jamborees. Roy Johnson
and Frank Cockrell joined the calling staff in
the evening, with 98 square dancers from Ras
Tanura, Aix:pig, Dhahran, Jiddah and Safaniya
— Mel Peters
attending.
Louisiana

The Louisiana Square Dance Association
will hold its first Square Dance Festival in
New Iberia on January 10, 1970. The New
Iberia Hoedowners will be the host club and
square dancers from far and near are invited
to attend. A new member of the Association
is Knight Twirlers Club of Houma. Square
'Em Up is the news publication of the Association and the June 15 issue furnished a copy
of their Square Dance Directory to each club.
— Dick Currie
Square D Square Dance Club of Shreveport will hold its 17th Annual Festival on
October 25 at the American Legion Club on
Cross Lake. Bob Fisk from California will be
the caller and John and Wanda Winter of
Texas will be in charge of the rounds.
— Murray Brummeti
Variety in your dancing activities is also
very important. Don't become infatuated with
some particular caller to the point where you
join several of his clubs to the exclusion of
others. Spread yourself around and enjoy the
pleasure of dancing with several different
callers. Don't pass up the opportunity of dancing with the excellent out-of-town callers who
visit the area on one-night stands. Many
dancers become obsessed with the challenge
of fast hash dancing, obtaining their pleasure
from successfully accomplishing the intricate
figures. Too often they forget to dance thru
these figures. . . .
Another way to add variety, thereby maintaining continued enthusiasm, is by adopting a
combined square and round dance approach.
People who round dance actually appreciate
square dancing more, due to the contrast.
Dancers who do both the squares and rounds
are the most enthusiastic and often never even
sit down for a rest at combination square and
round dances. . . . Rounds provide a wellbalanced program which will help you enjoy
squares more and will also improve your
square dancing technique. After doing rounds,
you will find yourself dancing squares with
more rhythm and smoothness. . . .

SOUND by HILTON

Fabulous New Transistorized
Sound Systems with
Everything the Caller Could
Ask for:

SS-200-SV2:
Built-in monitor speaker is the
J. B. Lansing D-208, in a specially designed acoustic suspension enclosure. To drive
external speakers from monitor
channel, move selector switch.
Built-in output meter; needle
damped so that heavy bass
transients do not cause fluctuation.
Amplifier and turntable fit together for carrying; dimensions
121/2 "x 151/2"x 18"; total weight
31 pounds.
Lighted control panel and
turntable deck.

Hilton SS-ALT Speaker
For efficiency, dynamic
range, distortion-free handling of high audio loads,
and separation of voice and
music, the Altec-Lansing
speaker in the folded horn
enclosure has no rivals.
The perfect match for the
SS-200 or AC-200.

AC-200:

Either of the twin 100-watt
channels can cover the entire
floor. Use the other as a monitor, hold it in reserve, or flip a
switch to put both channels
under a single set of controls,
and cover 200 squares, with
power to spare.
A special "Low Gear" makes
volume easy to control, in small
halls.
Fidelity, response, latitude of
tone control unequalled in the
square dance field.
Backed by the Hilton guarantee of complete satisfaction
and the Hilton reputation for
service to the square dance
field.

Two hundred watts of power,
and a built-in turntable—all in
an attaché case! 6" x 16" x 18",
total weight 191/2 pounds. AC200 can be hand carried on any
airliner.
Outstanding quality and performance, plus compact size
and light weight, make AC-200
the travelling caller's ideal
sound system.
Monitor channel has separate mic and photo controls—
if monitor is desired, plug in
any speaker, or use the Hilton
record case with speaker built
in.

Want full information about
Hilton Sound Systems and
Teaching Aids?

Matching Record Cases

Write or Phone

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS
Dept. A
1009-A Shary Ciourt.
Concord, California 94520
Area Code 415, Phone 682-8390

Hold 100 45 RPM records
and have storage space for
mike, cords, etc. 100 dustproof envelopes included.
Available in two models:
With Altec-Lansing 755E
speaker built into lid, for
use with AC-200 as a monitor speaker, or without
built in speaker.

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER!
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caller, Harper
Smith is from Celina, Texas. As we print his
"dozen" we remind readers once again that the
material in this section each month is not necessarily "original" with the spotlighted caller, but
is material that he enjoys using.
HIS MONTH OUR FEATURE

Heads square thru
Spin chain thru
Swing thru
Boys trade
Girls trade
Spin chain thru
Swing thru
Boys trade
Girls trade
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
Four ladies chain three quarters
New side ladies chain across
Heads star thru
Pass thru
Spin the top
End ladies trade box the gnat
Center ladies trade and swing thru
Centers spin the top
Everybody step thru
Left allemande
Four ladies chain across
Heads right circle four
Head men break
Pass thru
Wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Centers in cast off three quarters
Pass thru
Wheel and deal
Girls pass thru
Do sa do make a wave
Spin chain thru
Centers trade

Four ladies chain three quarters
Heads rollaway a half sashay
Circle eight
Four men forward and back
Men turn thru
Go 'round one
Into the middle turn thru
Left turn thru the girls
Men turn thru
Cloverleaf
Girls turn thru
Left turn thru
Girls turn thru
Cloverleaf
Men turn thru
Left allemande
Heads star thru
Pass thru
Star thru
Right and left thru
Swing thru
Box the gnat
Right and left thru
Ladies chain dixie style
To an ocean wave
All eight circulate
Left allemande
Promenade
Heads wheel around
Right and left thru
Star thru
Right and left thru
Wheel full around
Left allemande
Heads square thru
Swing thru
Boys run
Couples wheel across
Couples double circulate
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Centers take full turn and pass thru
Swing thru
Boys run
Couples wheel across
Couples double circulate
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Centers take full turn and pass thru
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Wheel and deal
Dive thru
Turn thru
Left allemande

Girls circulate
Boys trade
Turn thru
Left allemande
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Heads square thru
Swing thru
Spin the top
Right and left thru
Barge thru
Swing thru
Spin the top
Right and left thru
Barge thru
Left allemande

From Alamo style
Heads trade
Boys trade
Girls trade
Sides trade
Heads trade
Boys trade
Girls trade
Sides trade
Left allemande

Circle eight then do paso
Partner left corner right
Partner left corner right
Wrong way thar
Slip the clutch
Turn thru
Left allemande

From Alamo
Heads trade
Swing thru
Boys trade
Swing thru
Girls trade
Swing thru
Girls trade
Sides trade
Allemande left

Four ladies whirlaway half sashay
Heads square thru
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Men run
Couples double circulate
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Swing thru
Turn thru
Left allemande

HARPER
SMITH

A caller who has been active in the field for
more than 20 years and who can say "I honestly
enjoy calling now as much as 1 did when I first
started", indeed possesses the true spirit and
enthusiasm so necessary for perpetuating square
dancing. Today Harper calls for six clubs. For
one, he has been the caller for 18 years; a second, for 13 years and a third, for 12. Constantly
in demand for festivals, he shared the spotlight
with his brother, Ray, in conducting weekend
institutes over the past 11 years. On the stag
at Kirkwood and at Fun Valley in Colorado,
Harper and his wife, Dorothy, spend uncountable hours each year in providing fun and
leadership for the activity.
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SLIDING STAR
By Clyde Swinehart, Covina, California
Head two right and left thru
Same ladies chain
Roll her left a half sashay
Do sa do to a wave and rock it there
Slide thru go right and left thru
Dive thru star thru
Same couple lead right
Allemande left

(Two By Ray Vierra, Concord, California)
SPIN CHAIN BARGE #1
Sides square thru
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Spin chain thru
Swing thru right and left thru
Square the barge three quarters 'round
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Spin chain thru
Swing thru right and left thru
Square the barge three quarters 'round
Allemande left
SPIN CHAIN BARGE #2
Sides right and left thru
Heads square thru swing thru
Girls circulate boys trade
Spin chain thru
Right and left thru slide thru
Square the barge four hands around
Swing thru girls circulate
Boys trade spin chain thru
Square the barge three quarters 'round
Right and left thru
Square the barge five hands 'round
Left allemande
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These are drills using the Hexagon Principle,
(see SIC) May 1968 issue). In this series the
author, Ivan Hasbrouck of Carmichael, California
has six couples in a circle-square. Numbered 1,
2, 3, 1, 2, 3 around the square. All of the
examples work from lines of 3 couples (6
dancers). To get into this formation, use the
following:
Number one lead to the right circle six
Number one break line up six
Right and left thru
Swing thru
Spin the top
Men trade
Girls trade
Walk by Allemande left
Right and left thru
Star thru swing thru
Men run couples circulate
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Swing thru men run
Couples circulate
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Eight chain seven
Allemande left
Star thru
Do sa do ocean wave
Spin chain thru
Spin chain thru
Right and left thru
Pass thru
Allemande left
Outside two star thru
Everybody do sa do ocean wave
Swing thru men run
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Star thru
Outside two left square thru
Then pass thru
Allemande left
(For more hexagon squares
by Hasbrouck see page 48)
LAZY INEZ
By Keith Pyle, Alameda, California
One and three lead to the right
Circle four and make a line
Right and left thru and a quarter more
Couples circulate
Wheel and deal
Swing thru
Spin chain thru
Right and left thru and a quarter more
Pass thru bend the line (or cast off three quarters)
Right and left thru and a quarter more
Couples circulate
Wheel and deal
Dive thru substitute
Square thru three quarters 'round
Left allemande
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LANDSLIDE
By Larry Brockett, Los Alamitos, California
Heads lead right circle to a line
Walk up to the middle
Pair off, peel off and one quarter more
Dixie daisy right left right
Pull by and cloverleaf
Double pass thru
Peel off and a quarter more
Dixie daisy right left right
Pull by cloverleaf
Center four star thru and back away
Others star thru then slide thru twice
Square thru three quarters 'round
Allemande left
SQUALL LINE
By Bob "Pappy" McDaniel, Topeka, Kansas
First and third right and left thru
Star thru slide thru
Swing thru spin the top
Right and left thru
Substitute
Center four star thru
Right and left thru
Swing thru spin the top
Right and left thru
Substitute
Center four right and left thru
Swing thru
Boys trade and turn thru
Left allemande
SINGING CALL*
BRING ME SUNSHINE
By Dave Abbott, Redding, California
Record: Windsor #4923, Flip Instrumental with
Dave Abbott
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Join hands and circle left around you go
Allemande your corner turn thru you know
All four ladies promenade
Go once around that ring
You box the gnat at home
Swing that lady swing
Left allemande now weave the ring
Weave in and out and promenade
In this world that I'm in
There will be no happiness
Bring me fun bring me sunshine
Bring me love
FIGURE:
Four ladies chain now go cross the ring
Head couples square thru four hands I sing
Circle up four with the outside two
Break out and make two lines
Go forward and back do sa do around
You balance up and back
Spin the top same lady swing
And then you promenade
In this world that I'm in
There will be no happiness
Bring me fun bring me sunshine
Bring me love
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides,
Ending
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ROUND DANCES
SASSY — Hi-Hat 865
Music: Frank Sterling — Saxophones, Clarinets,
Trumpets, Piano, Guitar, Drums, Bass
Choreographer: Della Montgomery
Comment: A good bouncy tune, big band music
and a very easy routine that flows with the
music. Eight measures repeat.
INTRODUCTION
1-4
OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —,
Point, —; Together to BUTTERFLY, —,
Touch, —;
DANCE
1-4
Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Back, —;
(Twirl to TAMARA) Side, Behind, Side, —;
UNWRAP Change sides, 2, 3 to end M
facing COH and BUTTERFLY, —;
5-8
Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Back, —;
Change Sides Two-Step to end in OPEN
both facing LOD;Fwd Two-Step;
9-12
Fwd,
Fwd Face, —; Side, Close, Cross
to L OPEN facing RLOD, —; Fwd,
Fwd Face, to end in BUTTERFLY, —; Side,
Close, Side, Close;
13-16 Rock R Swd, —, Rock L Swd, —; Side,
Close, Cross to CLOSED, —; Turn TwoStep; Turn Two-Step to BUTTERFLY M
facing WALL;
17-20 Side, —, Behind, —; Side, Front, Side,
Back; Side, —, Front, —; Side, Back,
Side, Front;
21-24 Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Cross to
CLOSED, —; Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step
end M facing WALL and BUTTERFLY;
25-28 Repeat action meas 1 7-20:
29-32 Repeat action meas 21-24:
INTERLUDE
33-34 Side, Close, Side, Touch; Side, Close,
Side, Touch;
SEQUENCE: Dance, Interlude, Dance, Interlude
plus Ending.
Ending:
1-2
(Twirl) Side, —, Behind, —; Apart, —,
Point, Ack.
YOU'RE WONDERFUL — Hi-Hat 865
Music: Gene Garf — Saxophones, Clarinets,
Trumpet, Guitar, Piano, Celeste, Bass
Choreographers: Ray and Elizabeth Smith
Comment: Smooth big band music and an intermediate level two-step routine. Eight
measures repeat.
INTRODUCTION
1-4
OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —,
Point, —; Together to SEMI-CLOSED, —,
Touch, —;
DANCE
1-4
Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Side,
Close, Cross to SIDECAR M facing RLOD,
—; Fwd, Close, Back, —;
5-8
(Buzz 1/2 1.) Back, Close, Back, Close to
end M facing LOD and CLOSED;Dip Back,
Recov, —; Side, Close, Cross, —; Side,
Close, Thru end in SEMI-CLOSED, —;
9-12
Repeat action meas 1-4:
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13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8:
17-20 Fwd, Lock, Fwd, —; Fwd, Lock, Fwd, ;
Side, Close, Cross end L OPEN facing
RLOD, —; Fwd Two-Step;
21-24 Fwd, Close, Back, —; Back, Lock, Back,
Lock; Back, Turn/Face, Thru to end facing
LOD and SEMI-CLOSED; —; Walk Fwd,
2 to face partner M facing WALL and
CLOSED, —;
25-28 Side, Touch, Side, Touch; Side, Behind,
Side, Front; Pivot, —, 2, —; (Twirl) Fwd,
7 end in CI CSFD M facing WALL, —;
29-32 Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, —, Thru, —;
Side, Close, Back, —; Side, —, Thru, —
end SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru three times plus
Ending.
Ending:
(Twirl) Fwd, —, 2, —; Apart, —, Ack,
1-2
—

DREAM STREET — Belco 235
Music: Rhythm Boys — Saxophone, Piano,
Vibes, Guitar, Drums, Bass
Choreographers: Jerry and Jo Gierok
Comment: Good danceable music and a standard
easy routine. First eight measures are
repeated.
INTRODUCTION
OPEN Wait; Wait; Apart, —, Point, —;
1-4
Together, —, Touch, —;

PART A
1-4

Fwd, Close, Back, Close; Walk Fwd, —, 2,
—; Fwd, Close, Back, Close; Walk Fwd,
—, Turn Face to CLOSED M facing
WALL, —;
5-8
Side, Behind, Side, Thru; Pivot, —, 2, — ;
Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step to end in
OPEN;
9-12
Repeat action meas 1-4:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 except to end in
CLOSED M facing LOD:
PART B
17-20 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Fwd,
Close, Back, Close; Walk Fwd, —, Turn R
1/4 end M facing WALL, —;
21-24 Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Back, —;
Side, Behind, Side, Thru to SEMI-CLOSED;
Walk Fwd, —, 2, — end in OPEN facing
LOD;
SEQUENCE: A— B — A -- B— First 8 meas of A
plus Ending.
Ending:
1
Step apart diag, —, Point, —.
•

DREAMLAND — Grenn 14124
Music: Al Russ
Guitar, Saxophones, Piano,
Drums, Bass
Choreographers: Jack and Na Stapleton
Comment: A smooth flowing waltz routine that
is not difficult. Eight measures are repeated.
INTRODUCTION
1-4
OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, Point,
—; Together, Touch, —;
DANCE
1-4
(W Solo Turn) Fwd Waltz to CLOSED;
Waltz Manuv; (R) Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz

(Please turn to page 45)
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Join the Square Dancers Adventures in
DENMARK • NORWAY
HOLLAND • SCOTLAND
IRELAND

Aug. 24
to
Sept. 14,1970
American Square Dance
Workshop, Inc.
Adventure to Scandinavia and the British Isles

ir,tal num
Lufthansa
411FR
BANN
4:
kw17
German Airlines

lihr811
AIR MIMS'
IRISH

Lufthansa
German Airlines

INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES

Adventure to Scandinavia and The British Isles
August 24-September 14, 1970
to travel with perfect companions to parts of the World you've always
wanted to see. Come join us as we explore the lush green countrysides of Scotland and
Ireland, as we journey by boat and modern motor coach through the intimate beauties of
the fjords of Norway, as we escape to the imaginative realities of Hans Christian Andersen
land, and finally, as we travel the canals and diked wonderland of Holland. This is not a
"rush" tour. You'll be traveling with square dancers all the way, staying in some of the
countries' finest hotels, seeing many of the things tours seldom visit. Here is your invitation
for a never to be forgotten three weeks' vacation that includes many extras which you
would seldom expect to find in a tour that costs so little.
HERE IS THE IDEAL WAY

From the time you leave the shores of America behind until you return 22 days later
you have the perfect vacation planned in detail for you. At the same time there will be
mornings, afternoons and sometimes even full days left unscheduled for you to "get out
on your own" and see those things that interest you the most. The majority of your meals
are included and among them will be treats you'd expect to find only in these far way
places.
Your travel across the Atlantic and between major cities will be by modern aircraft
on. IATA scheduled airlines.
The Van Antwerps and the Osgoods working together as tour leaders and escorts
since 1961 will be with you every step of the way to see that your trip results in the perfect
holiday.
The tour fun starts the day you sign up. At regular intervals you will receive information on every phase of your coming travel adventure. Bulletins will tell you more in detail
of those things you will be seeing. They will be filled with suggestions for travel wear,
how to pack and will bring you currency converters and special illustrated brochures on
each country you will visit. All the information concerning travel documents will be a part
of the pre-planning information coming your way.
As the dates of your tour grow closer, plans will be made for square dances and
special events in the various areas. For that reason, some of the events on the itinerary
may be moved from one day to another to insure that everything is included for you in
this fun itinerary.

PUT YOURSELF IN THE PICTURE
Everything described on the following pages is yours when you fill out the
information coupon on the last page. You may enjoy sharing this experience with
another couple, a square of dancers from your local club — or — perhaps the
entire club would like to come. Write us if you would like additional brochures
or more information. Caution: Don't wait to sign up. Space is limited.

990.00* per person from New York.

Oh, yes the cost
,

*Air based on 14-21 day group inclusive tour fare

-

(for everything described on the following pages )

ITINERARY
1st Day Monday, August 24
Today we start our adventure as square dancers
from all parts of North America board their jets in
Los Angeles and other cities enroute to our gathering in the Irish Airlines lounge at Kennedy Airport
in New York City. From here our Irish Airline jet
takes us in comfort across the Atlantic on our
overnight flight to Ireland.

IRELAND
2nd Day — Tuesday, August 25
On our arrival at the International Airport in Shannon, we will be met by representatives of the
area who will see us through Customs and to our
HOTEL INTERNATIONAL. Our rooms will be waiting for us and the morning is unscheduled to
provide an opportunity for everyone to catch up
on his sleep in view of the change of time. Following lunch, the first day's adventure begins with a
medieval tour through the lush Irish countryside
visiting Quin Abbey, Bunratty Folk Park for tea
and brown bread beside a turf fire and then an
unforgettable "medieval banquet" in ancient Bunratty Castle.
3rd Day — Wednesday, August 26
We will depart from Shannon this morning by
motor coach as we travel to Cork, the third largest
city in Ireland. After lunch we continue on to
Blarney Castle with an opportunity for you to
kiss the world famous Blarney Stone, said to

bestow the gift of eloquent speech on those who
take adventage of the opportunity. We leave Cork
via Macroom to arrive at Killarney, "Heaven's
Reflex", for dinner and our overnight stay at the
GREAT SOUTHERN HOTEL.
4th Day — Thursday, August 27
A delightful day's journey takes us from Killarney
through the picturesque Adare with its thatched
cottages to Limerick in time for lunch. Traveling
on through County Tipperary and across the Curragh Plain to Dublin where our home will be the
INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL.
INTER-CONTINENTAL HOTEL.
5th Day — Friday, August 28
This morning we see Dublin in-depth, visiting the
Trinity College to view the famous Book of Kells,
the Irish Hospitals' Sweepstakes Office and St.
Patrick's Cathedral, just one of the many remarkable remnants of the 12th century. This afternoon
is unscheduled for individual adventures and this
evening our destination is the famed Irish Abbey
Theatre.

SCOTLAND
6th Day — Saturday, August 29
It's time to leave Ireland and head for destination
number two. A short comfortable plane ride takes
us to Edinburgh, capital of Scotland. From the
airport our special guides will take us for our
first view of the magnificent Scottish countryside
as we head for town and the HOTEL NORTH
BRITISH.
7th Day — Sunday, August 30
We've ordcrcd good :Heather today as we set out
early for our excursion to the Trossachs and Loch
Lomond. Our comfortable coaches take us west
through unbelievably beautiful countryside along
the banks of the River Forth to Stirling, important
silver town closely associated with Robert the
Bruce and Wallace the founder of Scotland's independence. After crossing the River Forth we will

We start our trip enjoying
the lush, green, castlefilled country side of
Ireland.

drive through beautiful mountain scenery to
Callander. It is here that the unforgettable drive
through the Trossachs begins. Among towering
mountains and alongside deep unfathomable
lochs we head to Loch Latrine and Aberfoyle —
setting of Sir Walter Scott's famous "Lady of the
Lake". Then via Loch Ard, one of the most beautiful of the Scottish Lochs to Loch Lomond and
Balmaha, charming village at the water's edge.
Somewhere along the way we'll enloy lunch and
in the evening we will finally return to Edinburgh
and our hotel.

8th Day — Monday, August 31
This morning is left unscheduled for "catching up
with yourself", individual exploration and shopping. This afternoon our sightseeing tour takes
us around Edinburgh, a city richly endowed with
many fine buildings and wealth of historical background. A short drive to Castle Rock will give us
a vantage point to see the whole "new" town
with its graceful symmetrical terraces and beyond
to the beautiful vista of the Forth Estuary and
the Fife Coast. We'll visit the War Memorial and
drive down the Royal Mile to Holyrood Palace,
one-time home of the ill-fated Mary, Queen of
Scots. Our destination tonight is the Edinburgh
Music Festival.

NORWAY
9th Day — Tuesday, September 1
One final look at Edinburgh and Scotland as we
board our plane — destination Scandinavia. After
a short flight we arrive in Bergen where we are
met by our Norwegian hosts and transferred to
HOTEL NORGE.
10th Daym Wednesday, September 2
This is a great city for sightseeing and this
morning we set out to view the buildings and
monuments of interest in Bergen. We'll visit the
Merchant's Quay, the Fish Market with its busy
crowded stalls, the Hanseatic Museum and the
12th century St. Mary Church, one of Bergen's
oldest and loveliest structures. This afternoon is

unscheduled. This evening we'll take a short
drive to Fana mountain, passing Fantoft Stave
Church where we'll take part in a colorful, historical festival. Religious folk music will be played
in the 800 year old Fana Church and a country
festival with folk dancing and a traditional meal
will highlight the evening.
11th Day — Thursday, September 3
This morning we depart Bergen and start our
fabulous three-day tour through Norwegian fjord
country enroute to Oslo. As a curtain opener, our
square dancers drive via Tokagjelet Gorge to
Norheimsund, popular holiday resort on the Hardanger fjord, continuing on beside this beautiful fjord through exciting mountain passes and
roaring riviers through the small town of Voss
to our destination Stalheim and our "home" the
STALHEIM MOUNTAIN RESORT HOTEL.

12th Day — Friday, September 4
A typical Norwegian smorgasbord breakfast starts
our day and soon we're cruising the magnificent
Sognefjord, the longest and deepest in the world.
Following lunch we proceed along the barren
reindeer mountains to Lake Tyin where we stay
for the night at the TYIN RESORT HOTEL.
13th Day — Saturday, September 5
Today we descend the lofty mountains and continue to Fagernes, where lunch will be served to
us in a 260 year old farmhouse. While we're
eating, we'll be treated to a colorful display of
Norwegian folk dancing. In the afternoon our
coaches take us through beautiful Begna Valley
via Sollihogda Pass and into the city of Oslo and
our HOTEL CONTINENTAL.
14th Day — Sunday, September 6
It's a free morning to attend church, "sleep in" or
stroll through this lovely city. In the afternoon we
will sample the many faces of Oslo, visiting the
Open Air Folk Museum at Bygdoy with its many
old wooden buildings. We will also see the
Viking Ships, the Kon-Tiki Raft and the Polar Ship,

"Fram". We'll visit the Munch Museum, Holmenkollen and its famous ski jump, and have a first
hand view of Vigeland's sculptures in Frogner
Park.

15th Day

—

Monday, September 7

Oslo seems to hold something of interest for
everyone so today is left unscheduled for your
own personal adventuring. Tonight we will go
together to one of Oslo's famed restaurants for
our dinner.

DENMARK
16th Day — Tuesday, September 8
Hans Christian Andersen land, here we come.
It's goodbye to Norway, hello Denmark, as our
jet takes us on the short flight to Copenhagen
where, after airport formalities, we get our first
glimpses of the old and new Denmark. Our drive
through the streets of Denmark's capital will take
us to the New Carlsberg Glyptotek, the National
Museum, Christiansborg Palace, seat of the Danish
Parliament and the Old Fish Market. Then we'll
board small boats to take us through the harbor
passing the naval shipyards, Stock Exchange,
Christianshavn and Langelinie Promenade. We are
greeted by the Little Mermaid Statue and view
the King's residence Amalienborg Palace, the
Royal Theatre, Rosenborg Castle, the Round Tower
and many other interesting sights, finally reaching our Danish "home" the HOTEL RICHMOND.
In the evening, following dinner we'll visit
Copenhagen's famous playland, Tivoli Gardens
with its amusement park, illuminated fountains,
flower beds, games, rides, dancing and concerts.

17th Day

—

one of Denmark's beautiful manor homes built in
1550. Then by ferry we return to Zealand and
drive via Slagelse and Tollose to the old Elverdams Inn, returning to Copenhagen in time for
dinner.

Wednesday, September 9

Hans Christian Andersen comes to life today as
we take a full-day's drive to his birthplace. Our
route will take us to Roskilde, the medieval capital of Denmark, where we visit the Cathedral and
then by ferry to the island of Funen. We'll arrive
in Odense for lunch and a visit to Andersen's
home and museum. Following this we will drive
through the Chateau country, visiting Egeskov,

Our trip ends in Holland
with reminiscenses of
canals and windmills.

18th Day

Thursday, September 10

—

Today is unscheduled for you to enjoy Copenhagen as you wish. There are delightful walks
along, the waterfront, marvelous shopping (don't
miss Den Permanente with its typical Danish
handicrafts), and even Tivoli Gardens is open in
the daytime. In the evening we'll have dinner at
7 Smaa Hjem, an unusual and delicious restaurant
with seven rooms decorated in different styles.

HOLLAND
1 9th Day

Friday, September 11

—

This morning we leave by air for Amsterdam
where following customs we check into our HOTEL
VICTORIA. In the afternoon we'll tour this land of
tulips, canals and cheese. We will follow the
half-moon pattern of the canals and drive to the
Old Quarters with their picturesque housefronts
and narrow streets. Then on to the Royal Palace,
the New Church, the Exchange, Flower Market and
the Portuguese Synagogue. We'll also stop at the
Rijksmuseum with its fabulous collection of Rembrandts. In the evening we'll enjoy a special
dinner at the famed Five Flies Restaurant.

20th Day

Saturday, September 12

—

Today we'll embark on a full-day, Grand Holland
tour. Starting with a drive to Aalsmeer and the
famous flower auction, we continue to The Hague
— seat of the Government
to view the Houses
of Parliament, Hall of Knights, summer residence
of the. Queen and the Peace Palace. Art lovers
will particularly enjoy the "Maurits House". Next
we continue to Delft, well-known for its blue pottery and New Church. Then on to Scheveningen,
seaside resort, and the garden city of Wassenaar
and Leyden University before returning to Amsterdam. Lunch will be included today. This evening
we'll see Amsterdam by moonlight as we cruise
along the winding canals.
—

2 1st Day — Sunday, September 13
This morning is unscheduled. In the afternoon
we'll travel to Marken and Volendam, lovely
gems in the necklace of once-proud towns around
the Zuydersea. On this excursion we will ride
through lush green grassland to Monnikendam,
an unspoiled fishing village. In nearby Volendam
the people are enchanting in their colorful native
dress. From the miniature harbor a boatride takes
us across the former Zuydersea to the Isle of
Marken, where wooden houses with their painted and tarred exterior are uniquely fascinating.
Our return is along the top of a dike to the mainland, where we shall visit a typical Dutch cheese
farm to see how once-upon-a-time "Edam" cheese
was made. In the evening we'll join together for
our "Farewell Banquet".

U. S. A.
22nd Day — Monday, September 14
Our adventure in Holland ends today with an
unscheduled morning for final shopping and
browsing in this magnificent city. In the afternoon
we board our Lufthansa jet and return in comfort
to our homes with a storehouse of warm memories.

CONDITIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

TRANSPORTATION: Air travel by Jet based on 14-21 day Group Inclusive Tour Fares, subject to participation of a
minimum of 15 persons on entire flight itinerary, in Economy Class on Trans-Atlantic flights and with Tourist Class
transportation in Europe and with Jet Tourist Class Family Plan or Excursion Rate (where available) for domestic U.S.
and Canadian flights. Services of Irish Airlines, Lufthansa or any IATA and ATC carriers may be used. Surface travel
in Europe is by deluxe motorcoach and First Class local steamer.

HOTELS: Deluxe and superior grade hotels as indicated in the itinerary, based on two persons sharing a twin-bedded
room with private bath. Any change in hotels will be of the same or better quality than listed. (Supplement for single
room: $72.00 per person.)

MEALS: Continental breakfasts and table d'hote dinners are included. Lunch is included the first day in Shannon and
on all full-day tours.

SIGHTSEEING: As specified in the itinerary, by private motorcoach throughout, with English-speaking guides. All
entrance fee and seat reservations included to events specified in the itinerary.

TOUR ESCORT: The size of the tour group will determine the number of square dance escorts. At least one square
dance couple will serve with each unit, plus local guides for all specified sightseeing.

TRANSFERS: Conveyance of passengers and baggage (one average sized suitcase per person) between terminals, airports, steamer piers, restaurants, special events and hotels, is included as well as the assistance of an English-speaking
representative. Transfers will be by motorcoach.

BAGGAGE: Limited to 44 pounds per person by overseas air allowance. One average-sized suitcase per person. Hand
luggage and small personal articles are owner's responsibility and are included in the above weight. TIPS AND TAXES:
Hotel service charges, state and local taxes and tips to hotel personnel, baggage porters and local guides and drivers
are included. Airport taxes, where levied, are included.

NOT INCLUDED: Passports, visas and health documents, personal and baggage insurance, transport and handling of

PLANNING YOUR TRIP IS HALF FUN
As you've read this itinerary we hope that you have "put yourself into the picture" and
imagined yourself visiting some of those places you've dreamed about since you were very
young. Planning well ahead will allow countless hours of anticipation. We'll be sending you
additional reading material and information after you register. You'll find the library filled
with information on these cities and countries, Remember, while it's impossible to see
everything in just a brief three weeks, this tour is planned in detail to include sample highlights of the typical, the beautiful, the historic, the exciting, and the memorable, so that your
square dance travel experience will indeed, be a happy one.
You'll find that square dancers do make ideal travel companions. The size of the group is
limited so that we all will get to know each other well. A stand-by list well be maintained once
the tour quota is reached. Reservations and bookings are available only through this organization and at our Los Angeles address. We welcome your inquiries.
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excess baggage, items of a personal nature, such as laundry, telegraph or telephone expenses, beverages including
tea and coffee (except at breakfast) and food not on the regular table d'hote menu, are not included. Lunches, except
as listed, are not included.

RATES: The tour and air costs are based on present tariffs and current airline rates and the exchange rates of foreign
currencies in relation to the United States dolls,and are subject to change in case of decreases, or increases, due to
fluctuation in Exchange Rates, changes in rie Fares, or due to other causes, when final payment is made.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND GENERAL CONDITIONS

The following tour conditions are standard procedure for group travel and are listed here for your information:

RESPONSIBILITY: All arrangements for land accommodations, transportation and sightseeing are made by Mundia
Tours and Travel Co., and/or their agents; all arrangements for trans-Atlantic transportation are made by various airlines, as shown, which companies are not to be held responsible for any act, omission or event after the passenger
has disembarked from the plane. The usual passage contract in use by the airline company when issued, shall constitute the sole contract between such airline and the purchaser of this tour and/or the passengers. All reservations,
rates, schedules, accommodations and services are subject to the rules, regulations and conditions established by the
carrier, hotel or other company instrumentally providing the same and may be subject to change without notice.
The American Square Dance Workshop, Inc., Bob and Becky Osgood, or Mundia Tours and Travel Co., accept no liability for any change or variances in reservations, rates, schedules, accommodations, or services referred to in our specifications. Neither are we liable for any delays, inconveniences, accident, expense or mishap of any kind whatsoever
resulting entirely or in part from the negligence of others or from causes beyond our control. We also reserve the
right to decline to accept or retain any passenger as a member of the tour; in such instance, the full or an equitable
amount will be refunded.
REFUNDS: Claims for refunds must be made within sixty days of termination of tour, accompanied by a statement
from the tour escort, agent or representative, detailing the services not taken. Refunds can not be made for unused
transportation, involving party tickets, or chartered motorcoaches or for sightseeing trips, or meals, not taken. Refund
claims for unused hotel accommodations are subject to at least 48 hours notice of cancellation being given to the

American Square Dance Workshop, Inc.
Adventures in The British Isles and Scandinavia — 1970
Here is our application and deposit for the
462 North Robertson Boulevard
1970 Square Dance Adventure
Los Angeles, California 90048
(please type or print):

Name
(last)

(his—in full)

(hers—in full)

Address
(street and number)

(city)

(state)

(zip code)

Enclosed is our deposit of $200.00 ($100.00 per person). We understand that the balance is due
by June 1, 1970. We have read the itinerary and fully understand the payment and cancellation
clauses relative to the tour and to the air fare. (Payments in U.S. Dollars, please. Checks should
be made payable to Bob Osgood.)

(signed)

(date)

Please complete both sides of this application form before mailing it in. If this is your first tour with us, in order to
help us recognize you when we meet, please include a recent snapshot of yourselves with your application.

hotel through the tour escort, agent or representative, such refunds being entirely at the discretion of the hotel management concerned. Refunds are based on the actual cost of the relevant services and not on a per diem basis.
CANCELLATIONS: In the event of cancellation, complete refunds will be made until July 15, 1970. After that date a
cancellation charge will be made for cablegrams and other out-of-pocket expenses regarding land arrangements.
Refunds for airfare are made according to lATA regulations which specify that 25% of the airfare is subject to
forfeiture if cancellation is made under 30 days.
EXTENSIONS: The fares shown in this itinerary are based on the 21-day Group Inclusive Tour Fare. This requires that
the tour be ended and the participants returned to their city of debarkation 21 days after they start. By paying the
difference between this rate and the greater cost of the regular Economy fare they may remain in Europe after the
tour has been completed and return at some later date.
BADGES: A special individualized tour badge will be provided each participant in advance of the tour. A badge charge
of $1.50 will be made only to those having to cancel the tour.
SPECIAL SERVICES: All those participating in the tour will be provided with regular tour bulletins during the months
prior to the tour. Information on places to be visited, documents required for travel and recommended reading will
be included.
SQUARE DANCES: Although this is a tour of Square Dancers, it is not necessarily a Square Dance tour. All transportation to and from Square Dances and all admissions are included but those not wishing to attend these events should
be completely at liberty to use the time as they see fit.
WHO MAY PARTICIPATE: This tour is especially designed for married square dance couples. (Consideration will be
given to requests made by single square dancers who would like to apply.)

CHANGES IN ITINERARY: Working far in advance, certain substitutions and/or changes in itinerary, transportation
and hotels may be necessary and The American Square Dance Workshop, Inc. reserves this right; however should any
deviations from the planned itinerary occur, The American Square Dance Workshop, Inc. assures all participants that
substitutions of any nature would be of an equal or better value than that stated within the itinerary.
LUGGAGE and REFRESHMENTS on the Journey: We take no responsibility for luggage, or personal belongings. Every
possible attention will be given by our agents and representatives but baggage insurance is recommended. Expenses
for refreshments and meals en route will be borne by you unless otherwise specified in the itinerary. Meals on the Jet

aircraft are included as part of your air ticket.
PASSPORT: You must obtain a valid passport and health certificate covering your journey. You will receive these
instructions after booking.

..

key to a lifetime of Memories.

This application form is your

Now that you've read all about the trip you're going to take next year, we hope that
you'll fill out the blanks on both side of this application form and mail it in today.
We will be glad to make your connecting flights to and from New York City. Please
check here if you will be using air transportation to get to the East Coast
and wish
our assistance. Or, check here if you will drive or make your own arrangements to get
to New York

n

Please show your names on our special badges in the following manner:

(his)

(hers)

Also, so that we may have a few facts about you, please let us know the following:

How frequently do you dance?
How long have you been square dancing?

Do you do any square dance calling?
What is the name of your "hame" club?

Now, send this in, then sit back and dream! You'll be hearing from us soon with more
exciting news and information on your big Adventure.
PRINTED IN THE U S A_ 30M

Valid July 24 through October 14, 1970.
IT9IN13570

Happy Dancing
Bob and Becky Osgood

Turn end OPEN FACING;
Fwd Waltz; (Wrap, 2, 3) Fwd Waltz; Fwd
Waltz; (Unwrap, 2, 3) Fwd, Side, Close;

5-8
9-12
13 - 16

Repeat action meas 1-4:
Repeat action meas 5-8 except to end in
BUTTERFLY M facing WALL:

17-20

Apart, 2, 3; Tamara/Touch, 2, 3; Around,
2, 3 M facing COH; Together, Touch, —;

21-24 Repeat meas 17-20 end with M facing
WALL:
25-28 Waltz Away; Fwd, Flare, to BUTTERFLY
29-32

Thru, Side. Behind; Side, Draw, — end
in CLOSED M facing WALL;
Balance Back, —, —; Waltz Manuv; (R)
Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz Turn end OPEN

FACI NG:
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice. On meas 32
second time Twirl and Ack.
SHENANDOAH WALTZ — Belco 235
Music: Rhythm Boys — Guitars, Clarinet, Bass,

Drums, Piano
Choreographers: Vaughn and Jean Parrish
Comment: A smooth country tune well played

with a simple arrangement. Dance is easy
with eight measures repeated. Dance goes
thru three times.
INTRODUCTION
1-4
OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, Point,
—; Together, Touch, —;

PART A
1-4
5-8

Fwd Waltz; Fwd, Fwd Turn, Close to L
OPEN;Thru, Side, Close to CLOSED M
facing WALL; Back, Side, Close;
Fwd, Side, Close; Manuv, 2, 3 M facing
RLOD; (R) Waltz Turn (R) Waltz Turn to end
in BUTTERFLY momentarily;
Repeat action meas 1 - 4:

9-12
1 3- 16 Repeat action meas 5-8 ending in
BUTTERFLY M facing WALL:
PART B
17-20 Waltz Balance L, 2, 3; Waltz Balance R,
21-24

2, 3; (Twirl R face) Side, Behind, Side;
Manuv to CLOSED M facing RLOD;
(R) Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz Turn; (L) Waltz
Turn; (L) Waltz Turn to end in BUTTERFLY
M facing WALL;

25-28 Repeat action meas 1 7-20:
29-32 Repeat action meas 21-24:
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru three times, add
Twirl and Ack.
LET'S SWING — Grenn 14124
Music: Al Russ — Saxophones, Trumpet, Piano,

Drums, Bass
Choreographers: Oscar and Fran Schwartz
Comment: Lively music and a contemporary

dance routine that is quite easy but not for the
novice. Twelve measures repeat.
INTRODUCTION
1-4
OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —,
Point, —; Together to SEMI-CLOSED, —,
Touch, —;
PART A

1-4

Fwd Two-Step; (W turn to BANJO)
Fwd Two-Step; Fwd, Lock, Fwd, —; Turn,
2, 3 to SIDECAR M facing RLOD, —;
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5-8

Bk, Lock, Bk, —; Bk, Turn, Fwd, to
BANJO;Banjo Arnd Two-Step; On Arnd
Two-Step to end in SEMI-CLOSED both
facing LOD;

Repeat action meas 1-4:
9-12
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 except to end
in BUTTERFLY M facing WALL:
PART B
17-20 Side, Close, Point, —; Behind, Side, Thru,
Point Twd RLOD and L OPEN; Back,
21-24

25-28

Close, Fwd, —; Turn in, 2 end facing
LOD in OPEN, Walk, 2;
Fwd Two -Step; Release hand hold (W
XIF of M) Side, Cross, Side, M now on
outside —; Fwd Two-Step; (W XIF of M)
Cross, Side, Close end in SEMI-CLOSED
facing LOD;
Fwd Two-Step; (W XIF of M) Change
sides, 2, 3, —; Turn In, 2, 3, — end in
SEMI-CLOSED facing RLOD; Bk, Close,
Fwd, —;

29-32 Repeat meas 25-28 starting in RLOD end
in SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD:
SEQUENCE: INTRO A B A B A
plus Ending.
Ending:
Fwd Two Step; Fwd Two-Step; Solo Roll,
1-4
—, 2, —; Apart, —, Point, —.
SPIN CHAIN AND FOLD

By Cliff Long, Mars Hill, Maine
Heads square thru four hands
Spin chain thru
Girls fold boys turn back
Spin chain thru
Girls fold boys turn back
Spin chain thru
Turn thru
Left allemande
I SAY

By Dave Morton, Nottingham, England
Four ladies chain three quarters 'round
Two and four roll a half sashay
Circle eight go 'round the ring
Four men go forward and back
Forward again pass thru
Separate go 'round one into the middle
Right and left thru
Who turns who
Pass thru
Allemande left

(This dance appeared in the June issue incorrectly. Here is the same dance corrected. It
is the number three dance using Spin The Web).
By Ralph Kinnane, Birmingham, Alabama
Head ladies chain
Heads spin the top
Swing thru spin a web
Swing thru spin a web
Swing thru spin a web
Swing thru spin the top
Box the gnat
Cross trail thru
Allemande left
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JUST ONE
By Bill Armstrong, Los Angeles, California
Head ladies chain three quarters 'round
Side men turn 'em with an arm around
Rollaway with a half sashay
Go forward six and back
Lonesome gents lead to the right
Circle up four head gents break
Line up four forward eight and back
Slide thru spin the top
Spin it again same one eight chain one
Allemande left

STAR THRU YOUR CORNER
By Ed Fraidenburg, Flint, Michigan
Side men face your corner and star thru
Head men take your corner
Up to the middle and back
Same four do sa do to an ocean wave
Spin the top ends trade and swing thru
Pass thru split those two
Line up four
And the middle two swing thru
Box the gnat
Look her in the eye right and left thru
Now pass thru split those two
Line up four forward eight and back
Forward again and star thru
Left allemande

SINGING CALL *
ONE ROSE
By Vaughn Parrish, Boulder, Colorado
Record: Kalox #1094, Flip Instrumental with
Vaughn Parrish
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Walk all around your corner
Turn partner by the left
Four ladies chain three quarters 'round
Turn 'em and circle go 'round the ring
You circle left rollaway and
Weave the ring go weavin' and windin`
Meet your maid do sa do and promenade
Leave me alone you know you're my own
You're the one rose
That's left in my heart
FIGURE:
Heads rollaway pass thru turn left
Sides pass thru and circle four
Side men break and you gotta' line
Pass thru bend that line
Pass thru wheel and deal
Keep in time (Centers)
Swing thru and then you turn thru
And corner you swing
Swing that gal then you promenade
I love only you no one else will do
You're the one rose
That's left in my heart
TAG
You're the one rose
That's left in my heart
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides, Ending.
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SQUARE THROES
By Dick Bayer, Fenton, Michigan
Circle left and rollaway
Heads from where you are square thru
Then square thru four more with the sides
Frontier whirl and square thru three quarters
Finish it off with a courtesy turn
Right and left thru and cross trail
Left allemande
The eight dances that follow were sent in by
Bill Johnston and are ideal for new dancers.
TWO-SHAY
Heads right and left thru
Sides right and left thru
Heads right and left back
Sides cross trail
Up the outside go around two
Line up four forward eight and back
Just the men half sashay
Forward eight and back
Just the girls half sashay
Forward eight and back
Just the inside four half sashay
Forward eight and back
All four couples half sashay
Ladies go right
Left allemande
WHOOP 'N HOLLER
Side two ladies chain
Head couples cross trail around two
Line up four forward eight and back
Star by the right with opposite two
(Two gents with opposite two ladies star
about three quarters)
Men star left in the middle
Girls promenade the outside
Second time you meet
Girls step in behind your men
Star all eight with the left hands in
First gent raise your hand
First gent whoop 'n holler
Back track and the rest all follow
Make a little ring circle to the left
Left allemande
U TURN BACK LINE OF FOUR
Heads forward and back
Pass thru separate around one
Into the middle pass thru
Step between the sides
U turn back line of four
Forward eight and back
Arch in the middle ends duck out
Around one down the middle
Pass thru separate around one
Into the middle pass thru
U turn back line of four
Forward eight and back pass thru
Arch in the middle ends turn in
Circle four once around
Pass thru split two
Separate around one
Down the middle cross trail
Left allemande
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TUNNEL THRU
Couple number one it's back to back
Go around the outside track
All the way the outside ring
Roosters crow and birdies sing
Meet your partner pass her by
Circle three with the couple you meet
Stretch out two lines of three
Forward six and six fall back
Forward again and make an arch
Couple number three tunnel thru
Swing at the end is what you do
Six join hands and back you march
Forward again another arch
Couple number three tunnel thru
Everybody swing your own
Allemande left
LET ONE GO BY
Gents to the middle back to the bar
Girls to the middle right hand star
One full turn don't fall down
Pick up your own an arm around
Star promenade around the town
Gents roll back let one go by
Star promenade next Sweetie pie
Star promenade don't you sigh
Girls rollaway half sashay
Gents star same old way
Girls roll back let one go by
Star promenade with the next old guy
Spread the star way out wide
Gals duck under gents right side
Let one go by
Allemande left with next you meet
Right and left grand go down the street
Hand over hand to where she's at
Meet that gal box the gnat
Pull her by left allemande
(Repeat dance 3 more times)

WINDY CITY WHIRL
Ladies center back to the bar
Gents center right hand star
Back by the left reverse the track
Meet same girl coming back
Pick up your own pretty maid
Take that girl and star promenade
Gents back out girls go in
Once and a half and gone again
Ladies star right don't delay
Girls whirlaway a half sashay
Gents star right in the same old way
Spread the star way out wide
Gals duck under gents right side
Do paso gent behind
Partner left full turn corner right
Partner left allemande thar
Gents back up right hand star
Back up boys you made a star
Shoot that star away you go
1111U111 011411 icu I
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New partner left corner right
Partner left arm around
Promenade around the town
(Repeat dance 3 more times)
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SELLINGER'S BREAK
Couple four bow and swing
Promenade outside three quarters around and
(Stand to the right of couple three)
Forward four and four fall back
Couple one bow and swing
Down the middle and split the ring
Separate go around two line up six
Forward six and six fall back
Couple two bow and swing
Promenade outside around one person
Squeeze in and stand there eight in line
Forward eight and eight fall back
Bend the big line
Bend the little line
Bend the itsy bitsy line
Left allemande
FIDDLE FADDLE
Couples one and two swing
Couples three and four right and left thru
Couple number one split the ring
Around one line up four
Forward four and four fall back
Sashay right on the outside track
(Line of four slide to the right
stand behind couple number four)
Forward six and six fall back
Couple number two bow and swing
Split the couple facing you
Around one line up four
Forward eight and back
Center four California twirl
Gents star left girls star right
Turn once and half
First gent grab your hen star promenade
Girls join the men
Girls back track meet your man
Go right and left grand
I SINGING CALL *
DON'T BUILD NO FENCES
By Chuck Bryant, San Antonio, Texas
Record: Bogan 1222, Flip Instrumental with
Chuck Bryant
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Four ladies chain three quarters 'round
You turn this girl circle left go 'round
Rollaway circle left and then
Left allemande then weave the ring
Don't build no fences for me
Why do sa do then you promenade
Too many places that I haven't seen
Don't build no fences for me
FIGURE:
Why don't the heads square thru four hands
And with that corner swing thru my friend
Those boys run wheel and deal
And then star thru and
Square thru three quarters my friend
Swing with that corner maid
Left allemande then you promenade
Tnn many places that I haven't seen
Don't build no fences for me
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides,
Ending
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SHOOT THE MOON
By Red Warrick, Kilgore, Texas
Circle left
California twirl
All face out circle right around the room
Heads divide
Centers arch and shoot the moon
Heads duck thru pass thru
Left allemande
SANDY'S CLOVER
By Sandy Towersey, Alma, Michigan
One and three lead to the right circle four
Head men break to lines of four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru
Do a wheel and deal
Double pass thru cloverleaf
Double pass thru keep in time
Cloverleaf you're doing fine
Centers star thru
Same two lead to the right
Then allemande left with the old left hand
Walk on around with a
Right and left grand
MORE HEXAGON SQUARES
These are also by Ivan Hasbrouck
For the next three the set-up is lines of four.
Couples one go out to their right to couples
number two and circle four to a line in the customary manner. This will result in two facing
lines of four with two couples standing alone.
Forward four and back
Square thru
Swing thru
Girls circulate twice
Men trade men circulate once
Swing thru
Men circulate twice
Girls trade girls circulate once
Swing thru girls circulate
Men trade turn thru
Inside four pass thru
Allemande left
Pass thru wheel and deal
Centers swing thru spin the top
Right and left thru
Pass thru swing thru
Men trade box the gnat
Right and left thru
Dive thru swing thru
Spin the top
Right and left thru pass thru
Swing thru men trade
Box the gnat

Right and left thru
Dive thru pass thru
f-•
f_
IQUi
Number two break line up four
Square thru
Right and left thru
If you can
Right and left thru
Then square thru three quarters
Outside two California twirl
Inside four pass thru
Allemande left
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A THINKER
By Bill Barton, Cornish Flats, New Hampshire
Heads pass thru
Around one to a line
Pass thru
Men turn back
Centers trade
Cast off three quarters
Men square thru three quarters
Girls pass thru men fold
Star thru
Girls circulate
Men turn back
Girls circulate
Left allemande
SPICE
By "Charly" Chuck Brown, San Jose, California
Heads promenade halfway 'round
Into the middle box the gnat
Change girls right and left thru
Pass thru box the gnat
Change girls right and left thru
Pass thru on to the next
Box the gnat change girls
Right and left thru dive thru
Pass thru box the gnat
Change girls right and left thru
Pass thru on to the next
Box the gnat change girls
Allemande left
SINGING CALL *
LOOKING AT THE WORLD
By Allen Tipton, Knoxville, Tennessee
Record: MacGregor 2054, Flip
Instrumental with Allen Tipton
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Join up hands and make a ring
Circle left around and then
All four ladies chain across the ring
Turn and chain 'em back again
Turn the girl around and then
Left allemande and weave the ring
Oh I'm looking at the world thru a windshield
Do sa do and promenade tonight
I got a cute little thing
I'm wantin' to see in Nashville
I'm down around Dallas
Rollin' on south tonight
FIGURE:
Head two couples pass thru
Separate 'round one ya do
In the middle pass thru
Circle four and make a line
Without a stop right and left thru
Turn the girl and then slide thru
And do a do sa do well now
Double swing thru down the line now
Men trade swing and promenade
Got a cute little thing
I'm dying to see in Nashville
l'm ri^wn around Dallas
Rollin' on south tonight
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides,
Ending
Mme/
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Many callers give one of these booklets to each member of their learners class, an
excellent and simple teaching help. Contains 71 illustrations on all the popular basic
movements used today.
15c each — $10.00 per 100 postpaid

INDOCTRINATION HANDBOOK

INDOCTRINATION

HANDBOOK

Helps you to start the new
dancers off on the right foot, an
excellent stimulant to correct
square dance teaching.

NEW BASIC CHECKLISTS
Companion piece to the Basic
Movements booklet helps you
keep track of your teaching progression.

15c each

—

$10.00 per 100

postpaid

12 for 35c postpaid
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE DIPLOMAS
Graduation time? These make excellent
awards for the new dancer just finishing
his lessons.
min. order of 10 — State type
10c each
Add 20c postage with each order
—

STURDY SLEEVES FOR
YOUR 7" RECORDS

VALUABLE HANDBOOKS
Youth in Square Dancing
Story of Square Dancing
Square Dancing Party Fun
Club Organization
Publicity Handbook

Used by Professionals everywhere. Made of heavy duty
paper long lasting.
Minimum order
100 for $5.00 postpaid

35c each postpaid
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ORDER CHECK LIST
ITEM

QUANTITY

SETS IN ORDER, 462 No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048

FREE

THREE EP HOEDOWN RECORDS

Publicity Handbook
Illus. Basic. Movements
of Square Dancing
Indoctrination Handbook
Club Organization
Handbook
Youth in Square Dancing
Story of Square Dancing
Planning Square Dance
Party Fun
Green Sleeves (Min.
order of 100)
Basic Check Lists
(for callers), 12 sheets
S/D Diplomas
(Min. order of 10)
R/D Diplomas
(Min. order of 10)

Six of Sets in Order's all-time hoedown favorites remastered
so that each lasts longer than five minutes pressed on to three
quality 7" 45 RPM records.

Total Amount

City and State

.000.0.0.0‘

OR — If you prefer — instead of the Hoedown Retards, you may elect
to have Sets in Order for 15 months rather than 12.

Free with each New or Renewal Subscription to Sets in Order.
ri
Nenewal
Piease check one: N
Subscription
Rates:
U.S.A.
Pannria

Foreign

1 year
$5.00
5.50

Funds)
6.00 (U.S. Funds)

2 years
$9.00
9.50* (U.S. Funds)
10.00* (U.S. Funds)

3 years
$13.00

13.50* (U.S. Funds)
14.00* (U.S. Funds:
No additional premium.

Name

Address
ZIP CODE

(LETTERS, continued from page 3)
his head in addition to his voice. He called a
hash record thru 13 times. This would approximate 4 to 5 minutes and, with the singing
call, you would find you had been dancing
8 minutes—more than enough. Suffice it to say
that whenever Andy called the crowds stayed
and danced until the end—then yelled for
more. However, Andy was smart enough never
to call an extra one—a real professional.
James G. Garrity
New Orleans, La.
Dear Editor:
My thanks to Sets in Order for the tremendous help it has been to me.
Jim Donaldson
Dunedin, New Zealand
Dear Editor:
Thank you for your help in our search for
square dance material. First, we were able to
subscribe to Sets in Order. Secondly, we went
down and met Art (Shepherd) and danced
at a Saturday dance when a number of people
from the States were visiting. We thoroly enjoyed ourselves and negotiated with Art for a
taped course of the basics to bring our club

into line with the new look in square dancing.
Since then we have taught from those tapes
and our club membership has shown an increase. At Easter we held a weekend of square
dancing with Art Shepherd calling and no one
seems to have stopped talking about it yet. We
had quite a number of visitors from other districts and I feel we have at last done something for square dancing in this area. Many
thanks to you for sending us in the right
direction.
Laurie Annabell
Hastings, New Zealand
Dear Editor:
We enjoy the many and varied articles in
your magazine and find that like so many
others that write, the main friends are our
square dancing friends and the "Square" is
growing larger all the time.
John and Geneva Cornett
Beeville, Texas
Dear Editor:
I want to say, "Thank you" for your help
in the past, mentioning the Marion Hicks and
Chicks Annual Doubleheader Square Dance.
The response for information and tickets was

CAL GOLDEN
The Man With The Golden Voice
Recording Artist For Old Timer Record Company
One of America's Most Colorful Square Dance Callers
will be on tour in the following States in 1970 and 1971:
October 1970
California, Nevada
November 1970 — Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arizona
December 1970
Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana
January 1971 Alabama, Georgia, Florida
February 1971 — Mississippi, Tennessee, North and South Carolina
March 1971 Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska
April and May 1971 — Michigan, Ohio, all Eastern States
June and July 1971 Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Utah
August 1971 — Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota
September 1971 — Indiana, Kentucky, Illinois
October 1971 — California, Nevada
November 1971

Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana
For information write Sharon Golden
HQ SQ Sec., 26th C.S.G., Box 6204,
APO New York 09012

Permanent Address after September 1, 1970: 217 Leeper Street, Hot Springs, Arkansas 71901
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BIENVENIDA AMIGOS ...
THE SQUARE DANCE ASSOCIATION OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY
INVITES YOU TO ATTEND OUR

c.;

,orebt
200th

r:

19th ANNUAL
FIESTA de la CUADRILLA!
FRI., OCT. 31 — SAT., NOV. 1 — SUN., NOV. 2, 1969
BALBOA PARK, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

SQUARE DANCING
ROUND DANCING
CLINICS • WORKSHOP
TEENS PROGRAM • AFTER PARTIES

FASHION SHOW EXHIBITIONS
COME JOIN IN THE CELEBRATION OF OUR 200th ANNIVERSARY

tremendous so it is easy to see how many
people read your 'Round the World of Square
Dancing and the Square Dance Date Book.
Sets in Order is always a welcome sight to
see each month.
Carol Stambaugh
Marion, Ohio
Dear Editor:
. . . I have no objection to "high level",
"challenge" or whatever you call it, dancing.
For them as wants it—fine. Apparently there
are a lot of dancers who do and the good Lord

knows it is about all you can find today. . . .
However, I believe there are a lot of dancers
who would rather participate in either the
basic program or extended program of square
dancing.
We discovered square dancing in about the
mid-fifties; we discovered Ed Gilmore, too,
when he visited here, and found out what
square dancing could be! . . . I believe we are
reasonably accomplished square dancers and
can handle adequately the 75 basics plus a few
other figures. But we know that a good caller

Sgeeivte Vaftee Shoed Sagaer
ANKLETTE

T-STRAP

This two-way strap can be
worn around the ankle or
changed to be worn over the
instep. You make the decision.
Black & White $6.95
Colors $7.95
Crushed Silver & Gold $9.95

Made of fine gloved leather
with a Celetite heel and
chrome sole in solid colors or
contrasting heel and straps.
Black & White $7.95
Colors $8.95
Crushed Silver & Gold $10.95

RINGO

PRINCESS

An unlined shoe featuring a
strap joined by an elastic ring
across the instep. Elasticized
binding with a 1/2" Celetite
heel.
Black & White $7.95
Colors $8.95
Crushed Silver & Gold $10.95

Dance on cloud 9 with 1/4
inch foam innersole under
your feet. An unlined elasticized pump that will make
every dance a dream.
Black & White $6.95
Colors $7.95
Crushed Silver & Gold $9.95

Sizes: Medium & Narrow, 4 to 9; 91/2 to 11 ($1.00 extra)
Round & Pointed Toes, Please Specify.
No C. O. D.'s Please. Add 75C Postage and Handling.
Californians add 5% sales tax.

with Bow 500 extra

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

Write for
Brochure.

HALF SIZES ALSO

MAIL ORDER
ONLY

coe
Stintcp
/
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Dagee

P.O. BOX 85308
WeedVit LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90072
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COFFEE SPOONS

DECORATE YOUR CAR
CHROME PLATED SQUARES

Plated in gold or rhodium (non tarnishing
silver colour) with dancers in contrasting
colour

Put one on each side, behind rear windows
Self adhering
Can be attatched without tools
Overall size 3N" x 2 N"

LENGTH 4 1/i"
SET OF FOUR POSTPAID

$1.50 each plus 10c postage
$3.00 a pair postpaid

$6.00
ONTARIO RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX

At Your Square Dance Store
or

THE SQUARE DEAL
R.R. 3 • WOODBRIDGE

can give us a most enjoyable evening of dancing within the 75 basics.
If your crusade continues—and we most certainly hope it does—we will continue our
square dancing; if it doesn't we'll drop out as
we almost have done several times in the past
few years.
Park F. Anderson
Chicago, Ill.
Dear Editor:
It was with enormous interest that I read
the Square Dancing in Recreation article in a

• ONTARIO

recent Sets in Order.
We have a mentally handicapped son who
is enchanted with every phase of square dancing and is a very capable dancer, but with no
regular opportunity for either dancing or instruction. We take him to every summer recreation park program that we can find, to
every one-night beginner level dance and we
work with him at home. But this is all that is
available to him at the moment.
My "crusade" is for classes for pre-teens.
We have one caller who started such classes

fits perfect ....feels wonderful!
Hinote Creations are designed
for your dancing comfort.
Made of fine kid leather, they
are available in styles and
colors to match or contrast
your square dance dresses.
Hinotes are the most comfortable square dance shoe, and
are sized to fit your foot.
Try them, you'll enjoy them.

1.
r

WRITE FOR A
FREE CATALOG

The Festivals 100
Available in colors, $5.95
Gold or Silver, $9.95

The Promenade Pump
Available in colors, $6.95
Gold or Silver, $9.95

When ordering, draw your right foot on white paper
Include style, color and 500 for handling

3261 Flushing Road / Flint, Michigan 48504
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ATTENTION SQUARE DANCERS
The trip we are panning now is to Lisbon, Madeira,
Canary Islands, and Madrid. The dates are February
26 to March 17, 1970. For complete details write:
SQUARE DANCERS TOURS
Earle and Jean Park
148 2nd Ave., North
Yorkton, Sask., Canada
Phone 306-783-4649
but he did not want parents attending and this
did not meet our need. I knew that for us it
would be a much smoother operation if I
were my son's partner.
The point of this letter is to go on record to
express my deep enthusiasm and wide interest
in any square dancing program for 'handicapped people, anywhere in the country. Once
these seeds are planted they usually spread
and thrive. One person's good is everyone's
good. .
Carol Maisch, Huntington, L.I., N.Y.

Dear Editor:
Due to illness in the family we have dropped
out of square dancing. We have been out about
a year and we would go back if it were not
for the fact that we would get "those looks"
from other dancers that say, "I hope they
don't get in our square; they will never make
it thru."
I'm sure there are others who would go back
but too many new movements come out in too
short a time. . .
Alice Baer, Decatur, ill.

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR RECORD DEALERS
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn
big profits selling square and round dance records in your area.
The specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in
business if you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance
labels and books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are
already a dealer in square dance accessories and clothing, here's
your chance to add to your volume profitably. Contact distributor
nearest you for complete details. No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
OHIO
ARIZONA

MICHIGAN

OLD TIMER DISTRIBUTORS
3542 W. Glendale Ave., Phoenix 85021

SCOTT COLBURN SADDLERY
33305 Grand River, Farmington 48024

CANADA
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE SUPPLY
424 Brentwood, Burnaby, B.C.
CANADIAN MUSIC SALES
58 Advance Road, Toronto, Ont.

SETS in ORDER, OCTOBER, '69

TEXAS
MERRBACH RECORD SALES
323 W. 14th St., Houston 77008

CALIFORNIA
CORSAIR-CONTINENTAL CORP.
5528 N. Rosemead, Te
mple City 91780

TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 16, Beth 44210

MISSOURI
WEBSTER RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
124 W. Lockwood, St. Louis 63119

NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
1161 Broad St., Newark 07114

UTAH
VERN YATES DISTRIBUTORS
436 E. 4th So., Salt Lake City 84111

WASHINGTON
WESTERN DANCE DISTRIBUTORS
12301/2 Westlake Ave. N., Seattle 98109
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WE USE CUP TYPE IMPORTED AUSTRALIAN RHINESTONES

BLACK OR WHITE BADGE WITH CHOICE OF STONE COLOR
CRYSTAL — CAPRI BLUE — OLIVINE — SAPPHIRE BLUE — BLACK DIAMOND — EMERALD GREEN — PERIDOT GREEN
TOPAZ — RUBY RED — ROSE — JONQUIL — AMETHYST — AQUAMARINE OR AURORE BOREALE
One Color Stone Per Badge
Letters Approx. 3,43" Tall — Badge Sized To Fit Name

The MARES Co.

"Send for Free Catalogue on Badges, Stickers. Accessories, etc." Box 371, Champaign, Illinois 61820

Dear Editor:
We had been square dancing about eight
years and then stopped. But we are now taking
lessons again and enjoying it as much as we
did before. We have noticed that here in the
Peoria area the attendance is down quite a bit
to what it was. Lessons are real enjoyable because when you goof you laugh but at most
of the club dances if you goof someone is
ready to get angry. They don't square dance
for pleasure, it seems . . .
If clubs would dance for the fun of it in-

Meg Sirrihin3

stead of always learning everything new that
comes out I believe there would be more
dancers. Don't get me wrong; we need some
new things but I can remember a lot we did
learn that weren't used much and some of today's dancers have never heard of them.
Charles E. Siegel
Manito, Ill.
So glad you are back in square dancing. We
quite agree with you that class time can be one
of the most enjoyable periods in square dancing.
And also that clubs should get the "fun" spirit
of the activity. Let's hope we will be able to

Everything for the Square Dancer

VERY VERY FULL

SHOW OFF THE BEAUTY OF
YOUR BOUFFANT SKIRTS
TRIPLE TIERED PETTICOAT
ALL BOTTOMS BOUND

Nylon Lace over two nylon net underskirts.
White/White Binding
White/Multi-Color Binding
Black/Black Binding
Cornflower Blue/Blue Binding
Hot Pink/ Pink Binding
Soft Pink/Soft Pink Binding
Orange/Orange Binding
Yellow/Yellow Binding
Turquoise/ Turquoise Binding
Red/Red Binding
Mint/Mint Binding
$5.95
Orchid/Orchid Binding
NEW . . . Rainbow Colored over two
white nylon net underskirts. Vivid
multi-colored binding on all skirts $6.95
NEW . . . Silver Lurex Lace over two
$9.95
white nylon net underskirts
Gold Lurex Lace over
two
•
— -1
-- _1 -- .ILL011 iiet UntlerSKilvitS
VVIALLe Lty
$9.95

Order by Mail
Add 60t for handling
(Please send for our
Free Catalog)
Sizes:
Petite-Small, Small, Medium,
Large, X-Large and Tall-Large
(Please give height, waist and hip
iii V i

oi I tr. A. TIM es

c•

V la

119 Allen Street, Hampden, Mass. 01036
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THE

WESTERN POLYESTER
SHIRTS — NO IRON!
Plain Colors—White—Blue—Tan—Gold—Mint

$8,98

(Add $1.00 postage)

NEW -1. White with Silver Motif on shoulder
2. Oxford Cloth Polyester in
Green—Blue—Pink

Also stripes and tweeds in Tan and Blue
Sizes 14 thru 18 Sleeves 32-36

$9.98

(Add $1.00 postage)

TUE. AND THUR.
11-7
WED. & FRI.
'TIL 9:30
SAT. 11-6
-40414 P
STRETCH PANTS
$6.50
Medium Length Cotton
$6.98
Longer Length Cotton
White-Black-Red-Pink-Blue-Yellow

(HAVE MOBILE STORE Sm-Med-Lg-XLg
WILL TRAVEL)

Leather Triangular Badge Holders to snap
on Shirt Pocket — White, Black Brown.
35c each, Postpaid.
Heavy Leather Towel Holders — Black,
White, Brown. $1.25 postpaid.

Orange in Med. & Lg. Length, Also $6.98 Add 40c postage, each pair

Ruth E. deTurk
Reuel A. deTurk
1606 Hopmeadow St., Simsbury, Conn. 06010 • Phone (203) 6504417

recapture it once again. —Editor

Dear Editor:
An incident which seems to repeat itself
whenever we visit a club where a certain caller
calls, prompts us to write Sets in Order and
hopefully get an opinion.
A group of us danced to this caller about
two years ago and three of us were called
down, by name, by the caller in the midst of
the dancing — "Go to your left, Roy" — or,
"Turn around, Ann." It caused embarrassment
and made us want to fall thru the floor.

Recently we visited this club again, hoping
that this situation no longer existed. But before
we were thru dancing one tip, one of us got
called down by name — and, before the evening was over, it happened to two' others.
We have mentioned this to several club
dancers and they say, "Oh, Dick (not his real
name) just tried to be helpful; think nothing
of it."
We think this caller is "tops" and enjoy
dancing to his calling. We do think these incidents are poor etiquette on his part. Should

WE HAVE SOME INTERESTING SPECIALITIES:
1. A Complete Elementary School Dance Program, graded and structured.
2. A similar Program for Kindergarten.
3. A graded Contra series (all records are flips).
4. A series of Waltz Quadrilles (all records are flips).
5. A spoken Waltz Instruction album.
6. Three great American Lancers (American Dance Treasures).
7. A Collection of Circle and Couple Mixers.
8. All of Lloyd Shaw's books.

Shouldn't You Write to Us and Ask Some Questions ?

LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION, INC.
Box 203

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
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STRETCH-SISS

THE UNCRUSHABLES Ig
black
The sensational petticoat
white
that simply won't "go flat."
scarlet
More bounce to the ounce . . . pale blue
crispness not affected by washing.
pink
Custom-made in extra stiff, nonorchid
scratchy nylon mesh. Adjustable waistmaize
band. Send waist size and length (1"
aqua
orange
shorter than dress). Solid color $17.95*
Multicolor $24.95*.
nile
royal blue
kelly green

100% nylon tricot with 14/20
yds. matching or multicolor
lace. Custom cut to body patall—
tern . . will keep shapecl
stretch. Leg lengths: 4" $6.95*
6" $7.95* Knee length $8.95*
Order hip size.

*plus tax on Calif. orders.
Check or C.O.D. Ten day
money back guarantee. Add
handling: petticoats $1; sissy
pants 50C.

Beware imitations ... only these originals have the Promenade label
Promenade Petticoats
2554 Elden, Costa Mesa, Calif. 92627 Phone 646-4504

we approach him? We don't know.
At their request, we've printed this letter without the authors' name, in hopes that it may prove
helpful to callers who are striving to become more
"sensitive" to the needs of their dancers — Editor.

SAM QUEEN AND THE KING AND QUEEN

C. A. Newton of Knoxville, Tenn. sends
more information on Sam Queen, Sr., of North
Carolina, a colorful figure in square dancing
whose life was snuffed out by a prowler in his
home during the last year. Newton writes,
"Now Sam's fame as a square dance caller
was entirely built around his ability to train

some of the finest Appalachian exhibition
dancers going. Emphasis was on smoothness
and ultra-precision but at a fast tempo—and
later he added another element, the clog. So
he had two groups—Smooth Dancers and Cloggers, all going at a furious pace.
"There was one especially grand spot in
Sam Sr.'s life. During the Roosevelt administration Eleanor Roosevelt dreamed up a party
for the King and Queen of England when they
visited the White House. It was to be an allAmerican program but one that showed the

THIS IS A DRESS DESIGNED FOR YOU
by

Vete Eettetta
Thousands of happy dancers have bought
our styles at hundreds of stores

Coast to

located

Coast. Your favorite dealer prob-

ably has a selection of our dresses in stock.
If he doesn't, ask him to contact us. We'll
appreciate it and we think he will too.

of morn i

m COIPOIAT t 0

Style 122
2110 NORTHWEST MIAMI COURT • MIAMI, FLORIDA 33127
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"POP" LABEL ROUND DANCE RECORDS

■
Including Instructions Where Available.

"POP" Labels include:
A & M, A.B.C. PARAMOUNT, ATCO, CAPITOL, COLUMBIA,
CORAL, DECCA, DOT, EPIC, KAPP, LONDON, MERCURY,
NUGGET, PARROT, RANWOOD, R.C.A. VICTOR,
REPRISE

GRAB BAG SALE!

$3•

10 Assorted "Pop" Rounds
Many With Instructions

BOGEN

VP 50 A

FULLY TRANSISTORIZED SYSTEM VP 50 A-DS

PROFESSIONAL CONSTRUCTION FOR
THE PROFESSIONAL CALLER■
Covers 200 squares-most powerful Portable
Amplifier available today.
■ Unique Variable speed control-allows you to
smoothly vary the speed of the record from
29-86 RPM.
■ Precise Automatic Cueing-Automatically lowers
or raises the tone arm at any point on the record.
■ High Fidelity ALL-Transistorized Amplifier.
Instant "ON", years of trouble-free operation,
unlimited life and low heat.

LIST PRICE
CALLER'S NET

26555

Phone (201) 622-0024

YOU GET ALL THESE FEATURES AND MORE WITH BOGEN

Dance Record Center

1159 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N.J. 07114

ape

recor ds

PRESENTS

SC 529
"PROMISES, PROMISES"
By Fred Christopher

NEW ROUNDS

RECENT ROUNDS

SC 16 "PIED PIPER"

SC 15 SHINBONE & TOOT TOOT
SC 14 HAWAIIAN HOLIDAY
& CALIFORNIA TWO-STEP

By Tommy & Donna Cavanagh
London, England

"ELANI TWO-STEP"
By Lloyd & Elsie Ward
Eugene, Oregon

P.O. Box 1448 — San Luis Obispo, Calif. 93401

British Isles background. Lawrence Tibbett
and Marian Anderson sang. So did the Coon
Creek Girls from Renfro Valley in Kentucky.
And—you guessed it!—Sam Queen brought his
Soco Gap Dancers from Haywood County,
N.C., in the Great Smoky Mountains and they
danced for the White House party."
QUOTES ON THE DANCE
"For youth's sake a work of revival in dance
is greatly needed, for it is perhaps, not excepting even music, the completest language of the
emotions, and can be made one of the best

schools of sentiment—inculcating good states
of mind and exorcising bad . . . — G. S. Hall
RATINGS IN DENVER
Lyle Baker's Square Dance Platter Parade,
co-sponsored by the City and County of Denver Parks and Recreation Department, rated
the following square dance records at the top
of the list for the week ending July 12, 1969:
I'm Happy on Windsor and The Wedding
Cake on Square Tunes vying for first place;
Toodle Dee Doodle De Doo on Blue Star
resting alone in second.

BE THE BELLE OF YOUR HOLIDAY BALL!
Two beautiful new "EXPANDO-DRESSES"* (the dress with the elasticized bodice back)
to set your feet a dancin' all through the holiday season.

#369 EXPANDO-DRESS
c$21.95 (reg. $29.95)

# 936 EXPANDO-DRESS*
Drip-dry cotton broadcloth

$16.95 (reg. $22.95)
Nylon organdy (lined)

$21.95 (reg. $29.95)
COLORS
White or mint green
with gold
Red, black, royal,
hot pink, Kelly,
powder blue, turquoise
or orange with silver.
Also available with
white Nylon lace instead
of metallic or in pink
Nylon with black lace.

*Trade Mark
applied for.

Nylon organdy in bright holiday colors
with dainty scalloped yoke and wide
skirt border of gold or silver metallic
lace, offset by a double self-ruffle. Fully
lined in cotton. Completely washable
with little or no ironing.

Sweetheart neck and 6 gore skirt edged
SIZES:
with yards of white Nylon organdy rufPetite (sizes 6 to 8) 22" skirt length
fles edged in matching color. Same
Small (sizes 10 to 12) 23" skirt length
colors as #369.
Med
(sizes 14 to 16) 24" skirt length
Large (sizes 18 to 20) 25" skirt length
(Max. bust 45", max. waist 34")
Skirt lengths other than above, add $2.00
Add $1.25 per dress for handling and postage (Canada $2.00) — Calif. add 5% sales tax.
Matching Nylon baby horsechair petticoat — 60 yd. $11.50; 40 yd. $7.95 (25 yd. not available at this time)
Add $1.00 per petticoat for handling and postage.
Order early for holiday delivery. No orders accepted postmarked later than Nov. 25, 1969.

SQUARE DANCE DISCOUNT • P.O. Box 544 • Carlsbad, Calif. 92008
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WASCA PRESENTS
The

tt

itipmetat

SPRING SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
MARCH 12-14, 1970

!noon AREA
A

SHERATON PARK HOTEL

C

WASHINGTON, D.C.

n
0:
E
COOPERATIVE

FEATURING: "ALL PROFESSIONAL STAFF"

ASST

SQUARE DANCE CALLERS

and

ROUNDS

AL ADERENTE

DICK JONES

BEN & VIVIAN HIGHBURGER

MARSHALL FLIPPO

JOHNNY LeCLAIR

CHARLIE & BETTYE PROCTER

BOB FISK

SINGIN' SAM MITCHELL

MANNING AND NITA SMITH

LEE HELSEL

BOB VAN ANTWERP

.

BOB YERINGTON

The Eleventh Festival Is Sold Out
Advanced registration forms for the 12th
Spring Festival will be circulated in

OCTOBER 1969.

PUBLIC RELATIONS — Charles and Dorothy Coulter • 4013 Lawrence Avenue, Kensington, Md. 20795 • WH' 6-3461

NEWCOMB
TR-1640M-E2

TR-1625

40 Watt Amplifier

25 Watt Amplifier

Callers' net $259.95

Callers' net $169.95

List Price $389.95

List Price $254.95

Prepaid anywhere in U.S. if check in full accompanies order
PENNA. ADD 6% SALES TAX

RECORDS
We sell all round and
square dance record
labels postpaid.

HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER RD

(UNIVERSITY, continued from page 25)

relays, a carol sing around the tree, Santa
Claus, and refreshments.
Small wonder that "Shufflin' Shoes" is the
largest student club on a 13,000 enrollment
campus. For the past three years, annual attendance has been around 2,000 for the 20-22
dances.
A sample program might look like this:
1. Grand March
2. All American Promenade

2, MONTOURSVILLE, PA. 17754
Phone (717) 435-5811

3. Patty Cake Polka
4. Squares
a. Ends Turn In — student caller
b. Grand Square ( always danced)
student caller
5. Tennessee Wig-walk
6. Black Hawk Waltz
7. Squares
a. Dip'n Dive — student caller
b. Trail of Lonesome Pine
student caller
8. 0, Johnny — (circle)

KALOX- &tea- Longhorn
NEW ON KALOX
K-1096 WE'RE MOVING ON — Flip/Inst. Caller: Bob Yerington
LATEST RELEASES ON KALOX
K-1095 YOU CAN'T STOP ME — Flip/Inst. Caller: "BIG" John Saunders
K-1094 "ONE ROSE" — Flip/Inst. Caller: Vaughn Parrish
BOB
YERINGTON

NEW ON LONGHORN
LH-178 KEEP ON THE FIRING LINE — Flip/Inst. Caller: Bob Bennett

HARRY
LACKEY

LATEST RELEASES ON LONGHORN
LH-177 LET THE GOOD TIMES IN — Flip/Inst. Caller: Louis Calhoun
LH-176 HAVE FAITH — Flip/Inst. Caller: Bill Peters

VAUGHN
PARRISH

NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO
B-236 "THINKING OF YOU" (HONEY) — Two-Step By: Bob & Ardie Staggs
"SWEET TALK" — Two-Step By: Vaughn & Jean Parrish
RECENT ROUNDS ON BELCO
B-235 "SHENANDOAH WALTZ" — Waltz By: Vaughn & Jean Parrish
DREAM STREET — Two-Step By: Jerry & Jo Gierok

BOB
BENNETT

NEW SQUARES ON BELCO
117 IT DON'T MEAN A THING — Flip/Inst. Caller: Johnny Hozdulick

pRelniirEn
JOHN
SAUNDERS
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RV

KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.
316 STARR STREET • DALLAS, TEXAS 75203

LOUIS
CALHOUN

SETS in ORDER.. OCTOBER, '69
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This Text-Book
Can Help YOU!
intrdeir
at5
PRESENTS

THE CALLER/TEACHER MANUAL
FOR

The Basic Program of
American Square Dancing

PRICL f

5 Pt

0'"

For the first time the basic program of American Square Dancing is explained
to the caller-teacher in detail. Here is the perfect callers' manual, complete
with background information, tips on teaching, styling drills, danger spots, etc.
on each of the 50 basic movements that make up this important plateau of
square dancing.
More than 400 dances and drills, patter calls, singing calls, contras, round
dances, mixers, are included in this 96 page manual. Everyone interested in
introducing square dancing to newcomers will find tremendous value in this
new textbook.
Order your copy from your square dance record dealer or send $5.00 to Sets
in Order and your book will be mciled to you postpaid.
►

The caller-teacher manual for the basic course of American Square Dancing.

462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90048

THEN GET

DO YOU WANT TO
Use the newer material without clobbering
your floors?
Follow the action in the square as you
call? [Attention: An Ideal Textbook
for CALLERS' CLASSES]
Order
from:
JAY KING
P.O. Box 462
Lexington,
Mass. 02173

HASHING IT OVER .. . a monthly series; new stuff, old
stuff, diagrams, equivalents, zeros, etc.; $9.95 per year
for 12 issues (U.S. and Canada) postpaid.
THE FUNDAMENTALS OF CALLING . .. new 1969 edition!
This one has everything!; 250 pages, 39 chapters, hundred's
of diagrams; patter, timing, music, club and workshop
calling, plus much more; $8.95 postpaid (Canada $9.95;
airmail U.S. & Canada $10.50).

Teach new dancers even though you
may never have taught before?

HOW TO TEACH MODERN SQUARE DANCING ... new

Find interesting equivalents and
zero movements in seconds?

THE HASH WHEEL ... white plastic wheel, sized like a

(Mass. residents add 3% sales tax to base pr.)

9. Steppin' Easy (round)
10. Contras
a. Broken Sixpence
b. Slaunch to Donegal
11. Stunt or special
12. Squares
a. Texas Star
b. Old Fashioned Girl
13. Bloody Mary (Doudlebska Polka)
14. Goodnight Circle
The officers are also wide-awake to bring in
special guests such as Pualani Akaka, Hawai-

1969 edition; over 200 pages covering 30 complete lessons
in detail; diagrams of basics, section on music, and more;
$8.00 postpaid (Canada $9.00; airmail U.S. & Canada $9.25).
$s;
45 rpm record; dial your zero movements and PCI";'t $3.40).
$3.25 postpaid U.S. & Canada (airmail U.S. & Canada
'

-

-

ian girl at Illinois Wesleyan, to demonstrate
the hula; or Heather Justin in kilts and with
bagpipes to demonstrate Scottish dancing; Gib
Gilbert, caller from Denver; or the annual
performance of the Lloyd Shaw Dancers.
Last year they helped sponsor a brilliant
concert performed by the Berea College Country Dancers from Kentucky.
But mostly, active vigorous dancing of simple
figures with frequent changes of partners, fun
and laughter are the central core to the success
of a university square dance club.

FINGER TIP VOLUME CONTROL
FOR ALL EV MICROPHONES TO
USE WITH ALL NEWCOMB PA SYSTEMS
Controls the music volume while
you're calling. No special Hookup
or alteration needed on your
PA system.
Just plug in.
Volume control with
12' cable.

$2500
Postage 1.00

Californians add 5% Sales Tax.

When ordering please specify model of Newcomb and mike.

Callers' Supply Company
P. 0. BOX 48547, LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90048
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FLY

CG°QL LEE
CIF VMS

THEN
AWAY WITH

SAIL

HOLIDAY SQUARES INSTANT SUNSHINE CRUISE
Jan. 31 to Feb. 7, 1970
Aboard The M/S Fulvia

HV'N

Fly PanArn from New York to San Juan.
Board the M/S Fulvia and Cruises the Caribbean for 6 days,
with Earl and Marion Johnston and The Holiday Squares

Ralph McMullen—Abilene, Texas
I T TOOK SOME persuasion to get Ralph McMullen to begin square dance lessons some
14 years ago but he was most fortunate in the
fact that his first instructor was Marshall Flippo. After his first lesson he found that the
teacher had got to him and he was "hooked"
on square dancing. When he had been square
dancing for about a year he developed an
interest in calling. For the next five years he
took it very slowly, however, and called only
one or two tips at workshops and at Westerners Association dances.
The thing that propelled Ralph into wider
participation in calling was the departure of
Marshall Flippo from Abilene. Another caller
was needed and Ralph started calling and instructing at the "Y" in Abilene. Later on he
was asked to be the caller for a newly-organized club and also began instructing beginner
and advanced classes regularly.
Now Ralph is calling for two additional
clubs and square dancing has become almost
a way of life for him and for his wife Floy,
who accompanies him to all his calling engagements and lends moral support. The McMullens have two sons who have made careers
in the Navy and they also have one grandson.
— Mrs. Vernon M. Lee

NEW FUN BADGES!

For Rates and Information write now to:

HOLIDAY SQUARES
Earl Johnston, P.O. Box 223, Vernon, Ct. 06086

Florida Winter Festival
Oct. 31, Nov. 1 &
■ Bedell
■ Chapman
■ Lasry
Saunders
■

DiLido Hotel
Miami Beach, Florida
$35.00
Full Weekend Per Couple
2 Nights Double Occupancy
Dancing Fri-Sat-Sun.
Make deposit check in the
amount of $5.00
Payable to: Florida Winter Festival
Mail To: JACK LASRY
19010 N. W. 11th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33169

TrA221

RECORDS

THE RECORD DESIGNED . . . WITH THE CALLER IN MIND"

NEW RELEASE
WW #308

"BE GLAD"
By Beryl Main
and The Wagon Masters

Beryl Main

NEW HOEDOWN

Pioneer > filler

Trailtuire Twirl

WW #116
PNYWS VAN RECK

.MSS

KITT INCAle
)

PAT FEENEY
.1.8k1
S8,2
0101

CALLERS REVENGE
CAMPER DANCER
STAGE COACH
(Our hot new 50-mile trip badge)
WRITE FOR OTHERS
ALSO NAME BADGES FOR CLUBS
FAST SERVICE

BEACON BADGE CO.
SETS in ORDER, OCTOBER, '69

99-A Wilcox Ave.
Pawtucket, R. 1.02860

"DRUMMER BOY"
and

"HOEDOWN # 2"
By The Wagon Masters
P.O. BOX 364 • ARVADA, COLORADO 80002
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_14fU in NEW viZ ELE
No. 4926 "GLAD RAG DOLL"
Called by BILL SNAILUM
NEW ROUNDS
No. 4740 "NEW ORLEANS BLUES"
By: P. J. & Toni Martin

Wituktor Record,a

"ENCHANTig WATERS"
J FOR DAtio
By: Hi & Cookie Gibson
5530 N. Rosemead, Temple City, Calif. 91780

ART LUBIN
Following a heart attack at a square dance
in Portland, Oregon, Art Lubin succumbed on
July 24th in Woodland Memorial Hospital.
Art and Mary Lubin were not just local
square dancers. They took with them their love
of people and their enjoyment of square dancing
from Alaska, to England, in Canada and the
Western United States. They never missed an
opportunity to help, whether it was a hoedown,
a beginner's class, recruiting or with refreshments. Art shall indeed be missed.

BILL
SNAILUM

JOYCE W. JENNINGS
Joyce W. Jennings of El Paso, Texas, passed
away August 13th, in Alamogordo, New Mexico,
as a result of injuries suffered in an auto accident
near there on August 10th. She and her husband,
Pete, were square dancers for eight years and
were active in the Southwest. Area Square Dancers Association. They travelled many miles with
their trailer attending dances and festivals in
the Southwest. Their many friends join in
extending heartfelt sympathy to Pete and her
family.

Newt dialaved
Mona's Nationally Known House
of Bouffant Petticoats

SASSY SISSY PANTIES
Short
Med.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Sizes:
Petite, S, M, L, XL
(Please give waist,
hip and length)
4.5..„

6.50

Knee Length

7.50

"ft

4

yr

Order by mail
Add 50c for handling
HEAVY PLASTIC BAGS FOR
YOUR PETTICOAT. DOUBLE
DRAWCORD. MED OR LARGE.
$1.50 each, 3 for $4.00 Postpaid
5% Calif. Sales Tax

Mona of Hollywood
2822 Hyperion Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90027
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$5.50

#310--A LINED SLIP

Nice and full with tricot top and two
crisp nylon baby horsehair top skirts.
$14.95 Underskirt of nylon sheer to prevent
5% Calif.
scratching. All 3 skirts trimmed with
Sales Tax
matching lace and Satin binding finish.
Hot Pink
Colors: White
Aqua
Pink
Please
send
Red
Blue,
for
our
Black
Lilac
free
brochures With matching lace & binding finish

SETS in ORDER,

OCTOBER, '69

FOR
A

40 WATT
NEWCOMB SYSTEM
WITH TWO SPEAKERS
TR. 1640-E2

A REAL VALUE
FOR THE THRIFTY
CALLER

A completely new system. Has a 40 Watt amplifier with a ceramic cartridge, two 30 watt 12"
speakers.
CONTROLS: Treble tone for all, bass tone for
phono, volume mixer for microphone.
OUTPUT JACKS: 2 speaker, "Phono" and "all"
to external amplifier or M-9.
INPUT JACKS: Auxiliary (radio, tape, etc.), microphone.

Californians add 5% Sales Tax.

USE OUR TiME
PAYMENT PLAN
Only $80.00 Down
and $14.66 per Month
(12 Mo.)

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND ORDER
THE SET BEST SUITED FOR YOU

Callers' Supply Company
Phone (213)-652-7434

P. O. BOX 48547, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 9004

BOB DAWSON WILL RESUME TRAVELING AND
CALLING NATIONALLY AND WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR WEEK-END ENGAGEMENTS. YOUR
CHOICE OF ONE OF THREE PROGRAMS IS
OFFERED:
1 LIMITED BASICS
2. INTERMEDIATE
3. ADVANCED
Mon. thru Fri. he calls in
the Sarasota area.
Contact —

SHIRLEY DAWSON
1863 Alta Vista
Sarasota, Florida 33577
(813) 958-4121

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

I

UNE br
5\it
RNs

44Y"
Send Check or Money Order to
P. 0. Box 8074 • Fountain Valley
California 92708

MEANS SAFETY
NO DUST — NO PARAFFIN
NO ABRASIVES
16 OZ. CAN SLO-DOWN
or
16 OZ. CAN SPEE-DUP

SVO-DOWN
"Vs

$2.15 (USA only)
$2.40 (in Canada)

ORANGE AND GREEN — Scope 525
Key: C
Tempo: 124
Range: High HC
Caller: John Winton
Low LC
Music: Western 2 4 — Accordion, Banjo, Guitar,

Drums, Bass,
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — allemande — do sa do
— men star left — partner right — allemande
—right and left grand — promenade.
(Figure) heads (sides) lead right circle to a line
— pass thru — wheel and deal — double pass
thru — first left — next right — star thru —
right and left thru — pass thru — swing corner
— promenade.
Comment: A country tune and music with a
very strong bass beat. A standard routine with
good timing.
Rating:

VELCO

USE

— weave — do sa do — men star left —
promenade (Figure) Ladies chain three
quarters — head ladies chain — heads lead
right circle to a line — dixie style to ocean
wave — allemande — do sa do — promenade.
Comment: A wordy call but with interesting
lyrics. Figure is very active and close timed.
Rating:

SMOKEY MOUNTAIN BOY — Windsor 4922
Key: A
Tempo: 126
Range: High HC
Caller: Dick Hoffman
Low LD
Music: Western 2/4 — Guitar, Banjo, Accordion,

KEYSTONE KUSTOMS

DANCE FLOOR

Synopsis: (Break) Circle — allemande -- do sa do

Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — allemande — do sa do
-- men star left — partner right — allemande
— do sa do — promenade (Figure) Heads right
and circle to a line — up and back — star thru
— swing thru — box the gnat — swing thru —
star twirl — line of four up and back — cross
trail — corner swing — promenade.
Comment: Music is well played and the figure is
standard and action packed. The tune is very
repetitive.
Rating:

Designed Exclusively for Square Dancers
10 Different Colorful Cards,
Contemporary Size
$2.00 Postpaid (5% Tax on Calif. Orders)

SLIPPERY

(RECORDS, continued from page 6)

Plus
Postage

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
WRITE:

Johnny Velotta Supply
118 So. Lake St.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90057

LOOKING AT THE WORLD — MacGregor 2054*
Key: F
Tempo: 126
Range: High HC
Caller: Allen Tipton
Low LB
Music: Western 2;'4 — Accordion, Guitar,
Clarinet, Banjo, Drums, Bass.
Complete call printed in Workshop.
Rating: **+

SOMEBODYS GONNA PLOW YOUR FIELD —
Square Tunes 118
Key: A
Tempo: 132
Range: High HB
Caller: Bob Dubree
Low LA
Music: Western 2,4 — Multiple Guitars, Vibes,

CATALOG FOR

SQUARE DANCERS
a nc
slippers, petticoats, belts
jewelry, ties, as well as
Western shirts, boots and
boots and clothing.
Send for our colorful
FRrt 11111-rsessup re:Arming_
W.

MILLER STOCKMAN
Box 5407, Dept. K61
Denver, Colorado 80217

66

Bass

*wog

Synopsis: (Break) Circle — allemande — do sa do
•

: {D.

II

— men star right — allemande — weave —
do sa do — promenade.
(Figure) heads (sides) lead right — circle to a
line — right and left thru — pass thru
wheel
and deal — substitute — swing thru — turn
thru — allemande — do sa do — corner swing
— promenade.
Comment: A popular country tune played in

SETS in

ORDER,

OCTOBER, '69

RECORDS

IF/

40:0LI)
2
•

Peel

lets

PUBLICATIONS

CATERING TO SQUARE DANCERS
* ARIZONA
CLAY'S BARN
P.O. Box 1863, Sierra Vista 85635

* GEORGIA
RECORD CENTER
2581 Piedmont Rd. N.E. Atlanta 30324

* ILLINOIS
* CALIFORNIA
AMOS SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
624 W. Main, Alhambra 91801
MODERN RADIO
424 Valencia St., San Francisco 94114
PHIL MARON'S FOLK SHOP
1531 Clay Street, Oakland 94612
NANCY SEELEY'S RECORDS FOR DANCING
706-B Nimitz, China Lake 93555

ANDY'S RECORD CENTER
1614 N. Pulaski Road, Chicago 60639
DELUXE MUSIC SQUARE DANCE SHOP
4063 Milwaukee, Chicago 60641

* INDIANA
STEVENS CAMERA SUPPLIES
3600 So. Main St., Elkhart 46514

ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600 — 33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824

* KANSAS
BETTY'S CALLER SUPPLY
1020 W. MacArthur Rd., Wichita 67216

* CANADA
GERRY HAWLEY RECORDS
34 Norman Crescent, Saskatoon, Sask.
THE SQUARE DANCE POST
833 Stafford Dr., Lethbridge, Alberta

* KENTUCKY
PRESLAR'S WESTERN SHOP
3111 South 4th St., Louisville 40214

* LOUISIANA
* COLORADO
S. D. RECORD ROUNDUP
8575 W. Colfax, Denver 80215

DANCE-RANCH
Carrollton Shopping Center,
New Orleans 70118

* MASSACHUSETTS
* FLORIDA
CROSS TRAIL SQUARE DANCE CENTER
4150 SW 70th Court, Miami 33155
RECORD-RAC
1607 Peachtree Circle N.,
Jacksonville 32207

PROMENADE SHOP
Square Acres, Rte. 106,
East Bridgewater 02333
SUE'S SPECIALTY SHOP
S. Main Street, Topsfield 01983

More Dealers Follow

country style. Dance is quite danceable and
standard.
Rating:**

SCOTCHLITE REFLECTIVE

Square Dance Figures

BRING ME SUNSHINE — Windsor 4923*
Key: A
Tempo: 125
Range: High HC
Caller: Dave Abbott
Low LD
Music: Western 2/4 — Guitar, Accordion, Banjo,
Trumpet.
Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A currently popular tune and a
smooth, well timed dance.
Rating: **-F

Will fit on all late model car bumpers

Bumper Size
ONLY

50(

sIzEN
4 COLORS— RED, GREEN,
GOLD & SILVER

LrInKINf= AT THE WORLD — MacGregor 2054
Key: E
Tempo: 124
Range: High HC
Caller: Allen Tipton
Low ID
Music: Frank Messina and the Mavericks — Accordion, Banjo, Guitar, Saxophone, Drums,
Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — Four ladies chain —
chain back — allemande — weave — do sa do
— promenade. (Figure) Heads pass thru —
separate around one — pass thru — circle to a
line — right and left thru — slide thru — do
sa do — double swing thru — men trade —
swing promenade.
Comment: A popular country tune and well
played music. The figure is standard and well
metered.
Rating: **+

At your dealers — or write

LOCAL SQUARE PRINTERS
976 Garnet, San Diego, Calif. 92109

ARMETA
The Original Fun Club Badges
Send for list
ARMETA, Dept. M

12505 N.E. Fremont St.

SERENADE — Scope 524
Range: High HB
Tempo: 130
Key: A
Low LA
Caller: Mac McCullar
Music: Country Brass — Trumpets, Guitar, Piano,
Vibes, Bass Drums
Synopsis: (Break) Head ladies chain — heads
right, circle half — dive thru — pass thru —
split two around one — heads star right —
allemande — grand right and left — promenade. (Figure) Heads right circle to a line —

Portland, Oregon 97230

SEND POSTCARD FOR FREE CATALOG z

r

are dancers...

all apparel and accessories for

the entire family • Jewelry • gifts

•

english and western apparel •
also tack and saddlery •
all your needs here at • • •

it

ec4witit
68S FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 02110

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE
RECORDS BY MAIL
• 18 Years Continued Service
• 24 Hour Service on Most Orders
• 48 Hour Service on C.O.D. & Insured Mail
• All Orders Prepaid or C.O.D. Only
• Quantity Purchase Discounts
Send 10¢ For Record Catalog

MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 11174 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85017
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CURRENT BEST SELLERS
Fifty dealers and distributors of Square
and Round Dance records in key cities
throughout the United States and Canada
were canvassed to find out just what records
were selling in their individual area. The following lists were made up from results of
that survey as tabulated in mid-September.

SINGING CALLS
MacGregor 2051
Summer Sounds
Name of The Game
Blue Star 1848
Hertz Rent A Chick
Blue Star 1853
With two tieing for Fifth place
Best Things In Life
MacGregor 2055
Are Free
Grenn 12110
Reno
ROUND DANCES
Hi-Hat 861
Candy Kisses
You're The Cream
In My Coffee
Green Alligators
Cheek To Cheek

Dreamland

Grenn 14123

Hi-Hat 855
Grenn 14122
Grenn 14124

SETS in ORDER, OCTOBER, '69

local Polo:

1r=PUBLICATIONS

CATERING TO SQUARE DANCERS
* MICHIGAN
ARROWHEAD TRADING POST
433 N. Washington Avenue,
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067
B Bar B WESTERN SUPPLY
315 Main Street, Rochester 48063
CROSS TRAIL RECORD SERVICE
12130 Center Road, Bath 48808
SCOTT COLBURN SADDLERY
33305 Grand River, Farmington 48024

* MINNESOTA
"AL" JOHNSON RECORDS
4148 10th Ave. 5, Minneapolis 55407

* MISSOURI
DO-SAL SHOPPE
1103 S. Crysler St., Independence 64052

* NEBRASKA

* PENNSYLVANIA
RANCHLAND RECORD SHOP
R.D. 3, Mechanicsburg 17055

RAY WARD RECORD SERVICE
17 So. 1st St., Bradford 16701

* RHODE ISLAND
SUNCRAFT WESTERN WEAR
Rt. 3—Tiogue, Coventry 02816

* SOUTH DAKOTA
SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE
Route 2, Box 15, Rapid City 57701

* TEXAS
CEE VEE SQUARE DANCE SHOP
114 S. Western, Amarillo 79106
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORD SHOP
8724 Tonawanda, Dallas 75217

J. L. BRANDEIS
16th & Douglas, Omaha 68102

* WASHINGTON
* NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 Broad Street, Newark 07114

* NEW YORK

AQUA RECORD SHOP
12301/2 Westlake Ave. N., Seattle 98109
DECKER'S RECORDS
E. 12425 Trent Ave„ Spokane 99206
KAPPIE'S RECORD KORRAL
10400 Renton Ave. So., Seattle 98178

BERLINER MUSIC SHOP
154 4th Ave., New York 10003

* WISCONSIN
* OHIO

MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY
3414 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 53208

DART WESTERN SHOPPE
1299 Goodyear Blvd., IL\kron 44305
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1557 Western Avenue, Toledo 43609

STORES handling square dance records are welcome to write Sets In Order for information
regarding a listing on these pages.

* OREGON
GATEWAY RECORD SHOP
10013 N.E. Wasco Ave., Portland 97216

Additional Dealers on Previous Page

STORK
I OUCH

JAN

REED

up and back — pass thru — wheel and deal —
double pass thru — first left, next right —
square thru — corner swing — promenade —
NAME ONLY, TOWN 7c
swing.
Illinois Residents -AND/OR CLUB
■
-/C
Comment: A big band instrumental with emphaadd 5% sales tax.
sis on trumpets. A contemporary dance. The
Any state shape, with name and town $1.00 ea.
instrumental is quite low in places but most
WRITE FOR A NEW FULL LIST OF
ACTIVITY BADGES AND NEW BROCHURES
callers should handle it. Rating: ** -E

NAME BADGES

We make and design any shape badge.
Enclose sketch and quantity of initial order
for our prices.
Write for brochure for full information

A TO Z ENGRAVING CO.

DON'T FORGET THE FLOWERS — Lore 1107
Range: High HC
Tempo: 126
Key: C
Low LC
Caller: Johnny Creel
Music: Western 2/4 — Guitar, Vibes, Clarinet,

Banjo, Piano, Drums, Bass.
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — allemande — do sa do
— men star left — star promenade — men
back out full turn — ladies chain — chain back
— promenade.
(Figure) heads (sides) promenade half way —
right and left thru — star thru — square thru
3/4 — do sa do — swing thru — boys trade —
swing corner — allemande — promenade.
Comment: A good tune, well played music, and
Rating:
a danceable routine.

1150 Brown St., Wauconda, III. 60084

TOMMY
CAVANAGH

THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE —
MacGregor 2055
Range: High HC
Tempo: 126
Key: A Flat
Low LA
Caller: Jim Mayo

FROM LONDON, ENGLAND

Music: Western 2;%4 — Guitar, Accordion,

Clarinet, Banjo, Drums, Bass.
Synopsis: (Break) allemande — partner right —
men star left 3/4 — box the gnat — change
hands — allemande — do sa do — girls
promenade inside — swing — promenade.
(Figure) heads (sides) pass thru — separate
round one to line — star thru — substitute —
centers pass thru — do sa do — eight chain
four — with five swing — promenade.
Comment: Very well arranged music and an
Rating: **-1interesting dance.

WEST COAST TOUR OCT. 1970
FOR RATES AND DATES WRITE:

HIGH HOPES — Blue Star 1852
Range: High HB
Key: E Flat
Tempo: 128
Caller: Dick Bayer
Low LB
Music: Western 2;'4 — Clarinet, Piano, Drums,

TOMMY CAVANAGH
33 HERBERT ROAD, SEVEN KINGS
ESSEX, ENGLAND

Vibes, Bass, Banjo.
Synopsis: (Break) circle — allemande — do sa do
men star left — turn thru — allemande —

CHRISTMAS CARDS

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
GIFT BOX

$1.00

NAPKINS & COASTERS

PARTY PAK

$1.00

NAP. COA. PLACE MATS, Etc.

SNAK PAK

$ .50

NAPKINS & COASTERS

DECALS

GUEST TOWELS
.35 STATIONERY

Dancing Couple 3 Colors

SEALS _

GAY Vi.:••'"ri Ne"
.JOLO RFIJI 47
10 Card Assortment $1.25

70

$ .40
$1.00

DANCING COUPLE MOTIF

cn

.50 DECALS

pr

Crossed Squares 8 Couple
Send for FREE Gift & illustrated color brochure
Add

35c.Postage

and Handling.

SQUARE SPECIALTIES

P.O. Box 1065
Manchester, Conn. 06040

SETS in ORDER, OCTOBER, '69

Let Your Square Dance Clothier Help You

Dragg for tha Danea
ALASKAN SQUARE DANCE SHOP
128 N. Hoyt St., Anchorage, Alaska 99504
ALLEMANDE SHOP
250 N. Main St. (Rt. 55) Crown Point, Ind. 46307
AMOS SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
624 West Main, Alhambra, California 91801
AQUA BARN WESTERN SHOP
12301/2 Westlake Ave. No., Seattle, Wash. 9810'9
ARIZONA FASHIONS
R. D. #1, Box C-311 Lock Haven, Pa. 17745
ARROWHEAD TRADING POST
433 N. Washington Ave., Royal Oak, Mich. 48067
BAR G SADDLERY
1066 E. Michigan Ave., Ypsilanti, Mich. 48197
BELT & BUCKLE WESTERN SHOPPE
32380 Center Ridge Rd., No. Ridgeville, Ohio 44035
BILL & VALS CARRIAGE HOUSE
140 E. Butler Ave., Chalfont, Bucks Co., Pa. 18914
THE BUCKBOARD WESTERN SHOP
RFD #2, Marshall, Michigan 49068
CHEZ BEA SQUARE DANCE CREATIONS
650 N.E. 128th St., North Miami, Fla. 33161
CIRCLE EIGHT WESTERN WEAR
12146 California Street, Yucaipa, Calif. 92399
CORRAL SHOP
521 W. Pender, Vancouver, B.C., Canada
THE COUNTRY SHOPPE
65 Grassy Plain St. (Rt. 53) Bethel, Conn. 06801

MADELYN FERRUCCI CREATIONS
Brewster & Lake Rds., Newfield, N.J. 08344
GILBERT'S MEXICAN SHOP
15 East Market Street, Akron, Ohio 44308
HAPPY VALLEY
15113 Stanwood St. S.W., Dalton, Ohio 44618
IRONDA SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
759 Washington Ave., Rochester, N.Y. 14617
McCULLOCH COSTUME & DANCE OUTFITTERS
1195 Dundas St., London, Ontario, Canada
NICK'S WESTERN SHOP
245 E. Market St., Kingsport, Tenn. 37660
PATIO SQUARE
819 E. Pacific Coast Hwy, Long Beach, Calif. 90806
PEARL'S WESTERN FASHIONS
Dawes Ave., Clinton, N.Y. 13323
.

PEG'S SUQARE DANCE SHOP
Rt. 143, Hinsdale, Mass. 01235
VIVIAN PORTER'S WESTERN WEAR
1320 E. Highland Ave., San Bernardino, Calif. 92404

ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento, Calif. 95824
RUTHAD PETTICOATS AND PANTIES
8869 Avis, Detroit, Michigan 48209
RYAN'S 4R WESTERN STORE
4029 Holt Blvd., Montclair, Calif. 91763
SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109-111 S. Main St., Central Square, N.Y. 13036
THE SPORTSMAN SHOPS
2658 E. Garvey (Citrus & Freeway), W. Covina, Calif. 91790

THE DANCERS CORNER
2228 Wealthy SE, Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
DART WESTERN SHOPPE
1299 Goodyear Blvd., Akron, Ohio 44305
DO C DO SHOPPE
Corner Wall Church Rd. & Hwy. 35, Wall, N.J. 07719
DOS-A-DOS

2435 N. Dixie Hwy., Wilton Manor, Fla. 33305
SQUARE DANCE & WESTERN SHOP
182-A-9 Wylie Ridge Rd., Rt. 1, Weirton, W. Va. 26062
SQUARE TOGS
11757 Hwy. 42, Sharonville, Ohio 45241

2924 4th St., Ceres, Calif. 95307

Rt. 3—Tiogue, Coventry, R.I. 02816

DOUBLE 0 RANCHWEAR
1460 National, Memphis, Tenn. 38122
DUDES & DOLLS SHOP
5628 E. Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46219
ED & MAREA'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
317 Peninsula Drive, Erie, Pa. 16505
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave., Toledo, Ohio 43609

TOWN AND COUNTRY SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS
3490 Sheridan Dr., Buffalo, New York 14226
THE WESTERN SHOP
Rt. 119 South, New Alexandria, Pa. 15670
THE WESTERN SHOP
112 N. Orange, Fredericksburg, Texas 78624
KAY WILSON
5022 Nokomis Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 55417

-

-

Ors

MAGAZINE
MAY BE PURCHASED
AT THESE STORES

SQUARE DANCE CORNER

SUNCRAIT WESTERN WEAR

STORES handling square dance clothing are invited to writ
Sets in Order for information regarding a listing on this pag

NAT'L SQ. DANCE
PALM BEACHES
FLORIDA,

ATTENDANCE BADGE
Colorful Red, White, & Blue Badge.
Attendance Bars Available for
Past Conventions.

11Z7

$2.00 for Badge & 1 Bar. Add. Bars $70.

TOM SCOTT
Send Sketch or idea for Free Sample to:

DELRONS BOX 364
,

19

OMAHA 62

LEMON GROVE, CALIF. 92045

weave — promenade.
(Figure) heads (sides) promenade half way —
do sa do ocean wave — swing thru — box
the gnat — slide thru — pass thru — circle to
a line— star thru — square thru 3/4 — swing
corner — promenade.
Comment: A popular tune but at this tempo it
becomes very wordy. Dance is fast moving
and close timed. Rating: *+

DON'T BUILD NO FENCES Bogan 1222*
Range: High HC
Tempo: 127
Key: C
Low LC
Caller: Chuck Bryant
Music: Western 2 '4 — Clarinet, Banjo, Piano,
Vibes, Drums, Bass.

Name & Club Badges made of
durable plastic in a variety of
colors and sizes.

Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A good country tune and a well
arranged standard dance.

Rating: .,*7/
. `-

GREEN GRASS OF HOME — Grenn 12114
Key: E Flat
Range: High HB
Tempo: 126
Caller: Johnny Davis
Low LB
Music: Western 214 — Guitar, Banjo, Piano,
Drums, Bass.
Synopsis: (Break) circle — reverse single file —
girls backtrack — box the gnat — pull by —
allemande — weave — do sa do — promenade.
(Figure) ladies chain 3/4
heads lead right
circle to a line — swing thru — spin the top —
right and left thru — rollaway — pas thru —

New Flip Singing Call

"HOW DID YOU DO IT"
Called by Lee Schmidt

Dick Cary Band
MY.

HI-HAT 382
RECENT ROUND DANCES

RECENT SINGING CALLS

"FAR AWAY PLACES" "TAKE ME ALONG"

"GLAD RAG SHUFFLE"

HI-HAT 866

HI-HAT 381

"SASSY" "YOU'RE WONDERFUL"

"I HATE TO SEE ME GO"

HI-HAT 865

HI-HAT 380

"TOMORROW'S WALTZ" — "JADA"

"AMERICAN BOYS"

HI-HAT 864

HI-HAT 379
PRODUCfd

MERL OLDS
BOX 69833
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90069
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No. 6912

DAISY

$40.95

The finest of fabrics made of
80% dacron & 20% cotton,
plus the newest of design ...
a beautiful dress. . . . The
white trim with pink or blue
dainty flowers is the highlight of this solid pink or
solid blue dress.
omplete the costume with a
party" petticoat and lacy
legs of pink or blue.

410111111■■
=14

To cover postage and
handling costs add
$1.00 per dress to all
orders.

No. 6914
DAINTY BESS $30.95

No. 6915
CLOUD 9
$45.00

A frothy white lace collar
adds just the right touch to
this gay, cotton print with its
sleeveless bodice and gored
skirt. The black background
has shocking pink and white
flowers dancing gaily across
it.
Also available in a dotted
dacron /cotton of bright yellow or bright pink with tiny
white dots at $35.95.

100% dacron organza completely lined in a dacron and
cotton combine to make this
the outstanding dress in this
year's collection. Royal blue
over bright green with royal
blue washable velvet ribbon;
navy blue over shocking pink
1,,vith shocking pink rihbon or
shocking pink over pink.

4i'erf
ircOk•-4.4tr•ki-.
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113 WALTON DRIVE • COLLEGE STATION • TEXAS 77840

u turn back — swing — promenade.
Comment: A popular country tune and a well
played instrumental dance is standard and has
Rating: -5'A-A-±
good timing.

do sa do — promenade.
Comment: A popular country tune, well played
music and good standard dance routine.
Rating: -,),\TY,,±

HERTZ RENT A CHICK — Blue Sar 1853
Range: High HC
Key: C
Tempo: 127
Low LB
Caller: Al Brundage
Music: Western 2/4 — Clarinet, Vibes, Piano,

LET THE GOOD TIMES IN — Longhorn 177
Range: High HC
Tempo: 125
Key: F
Low LC
Caller: Louis Calhoun
Music: Guitars, Banjo, Piano, Clarinet, Bass,
Drums.

Drums, Bass, Banjo.
Synopsis: (Break) grand square — ladies
promenade — star thru — promenade.
(Figure) heads half sashay — up and back —
do sa do — swing thru — girls trade — slide
thru — pass thru — swing — allemande —

Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — chain back —
circle — allemande — do sa do — allemande —
weave — promenade.
(Figure) heads (sides) square thru — star right
— heads star left — do sa do corner — swing

GRENN
"MELANIE" intermed. waltz by Tom

NEWEST
ROUNDS

GR 14126

and Kay Pell

"SUNSHINE" easy two step by Jo and Ed Freeman
-

"TILL ANOTHER DAY" inter. — adv. waltz by Phil
and Norma Roberts

OR 14127

"ADORE" advanced waltz by Nina and
Charlie Ward

Recent Rounds
14125
14124
14123
14122

Recent Squares

All Night, Powder Your Face
Dreamland/Let's Swing
Remember/You're Cream In My Coffee
My Dear/Cheek To Cheek

12114

Green Grass Of Home
— Davis

12113

Walkin' Back To Birmingham

12112
12111

— Schneider
Dear World — Johnston
Blue Eyes — Schneider

TOP
NEWEST
SQUARE

I TOP 25193 "SHANTY IN OLD SHANTYTOWN"
flip by Paul Hartman

NEWEST
HOEDOWNS

TOP 25194

"TANK TRAIN"
"MONORAIL"

instrumental only

Recent TOP Squares
\\\

25191
25190
25189
25188

■

‘\'\ 'N'\\\\\* .\\.

Hey Good Lookin,— Vv'illiams

My Old Ky. Home -- Bohn
About Dixie — Kinnane
Cindie Loo — Holup

25187
25186
25185
25184

NNN
\:\
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Blickenderfer

Little Arrows — Sweet
Belles of S.Bell — Stewart
Red River Valley — Hendrickson

.

N%)

\

Tequilla

■
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7th MID-SOUTH SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL
OCTOBER 31 AND NOVEMBER 1, 1969
CHISCA PLAZA, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

LEE HELSEL

BEN & VIVIAN HIGHBURGER

EARL JOHNSTON
'

— SQUARES —

— ROUNDS —

NIGHTS
CALLERS
HALLS

2

WRITE TO
SQUARE AND
ROUND DANCE
WORKSHOPS

MID-SOUTH FESTIVAL
Bob and Nellie Bunnell
4292 Mickey Drive, Memphis, Tenn. 38116

thru — boys trade — box the gnat — same
girl swing — promenade.
Comment: A good tune and a standard dance
routine. Lead of music is not very strong.
Rating:**

ONE ROSE

Kalox 1094*
Key: B Flat
Tempo: 128
Range: High HB
Caller: Vaughn Parrish
Low LB
Music: Clarinet, Banjo, Guitar, Vibes, Drums,
Bass, Piano.
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: An excellent tune, good music and a
smooth dance.
Rating: **+
—

(DATEBOOK, continued from page 5)
Oct. 24-26-13th Ann. Evansville S/ & R/D

Festival, Evansville, Ind.
Oct. 24-26-4th Christchurch VD Convention
Skellerup Hall, Christchurch, New Zealand
Oct. 25-17th Ann. Square D Club Festival
American Legion Club, Shreveport, La.
Oct. 25—Prelude to '70 Dance
Weston School, Winnipeg, Man., Can.
Oct. 26—ROM Club Harvest of Rounds
Walnut Room, Y.M.C.A., Lima, Ohio
SETS in ORDER, OCTOBER, '69

PARK YOUR CAR
DANCE, EAT & SLEEP
ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

Oct. 31-Nov. 1—Nortex Round Up
Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas, Tex.
Oct. 31-Nov. 1-4th Paradise Weekend
Mohonk Mountain House, New Paltz, N.Y.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2-19th Ann. Fiesta de la
Cuadrilla, Balboa Park, San Diego, Calif.
Nov. 1—Omaha Callers Western Mardi Gras
Livestock Exchange Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.
Nov. 1-3rd Ann. Perry Squares Horn of
Plenty Dance, Fort LeBoeuf H.S.,
Waterford, Pa.
Nov. 1-7th Ann. Wee Bee Club Autumn Whirl
Towsontown Jr. H.S., Towson, Md.
Nov. 1-11th Ann. Richmond Reelers Harvest
Ball, Julian Smith Casino, Augusta, Ga.
Nov. 1-23rd Ann. Oklahoma State SID
Festival, Fairgrounds Arena, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
Nov. 1-3rd Ann. Flirts & Skirts Fall Festival
Ranchland, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Nov. 7-8-9th Mich. S/ & R/D Convention
Cobo Hall, Detroit, Mich.
Nov. 8—Quadra Dangle Club Night Owl Dance
Laramie, Wyo.
Nov. 14-15-14th Ann. Richmond S/ & R/D
Festival, Richmond, Va.
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FLORIDA BOUND with TRAILER and HILTON
MARCH, APRIL 1970 AND 1971
LEAVE MARYLAND MARCH 8th
IN FLORIDA MARCH 15 THRU APRIL 4th
LEAVE FLORIDA APRIL 5th

7603 15th Avenue
LES AND MARY CHEWING ■
TAKOMA PARK, MD. 20012

LES CHEWING

FOR RATES AND DATES . . . WRITE OR CALL (301) HE 4-6334
ADVENTURES IN SQUARE DANCING
By Val Al. Harris—Haarlem, Holland
Y WIFE AND I attended beginners, intermediate and advanced classes being
taught by Sets in Order Editor, Bob Osgood
and by Arnie Kronenberger at Beverly Hills
High School in California back in 1952 and
1953. We later formed a club called Calico
Squares and danced with them until my family
and I were sent to Brussels, Belgium, in 1956.
With the help of other enthusiastic square
dancers we tried to get a square dance club

M

going there but did not succeed.
In January 1960, we returned to California
but in August of that year our company sent
us to Paris where we joined the Paris Squares.
Our weekly dances were held at the Military
Dependent School at Carches and that autumn
Paris Squares hosted the fall jamboree of
EAASDC.
In April, 1961, we were moved to Madrid,
Spain and there discovered a swinging group,
the Madrid Squares. During our 18 months in
Spain I served as President of the Madrid

NEW 1969-70 EDITION
BASIC MOVEMENTS HANDBOOK
This invaluable handbook contains the
basic movements of square dancing and
is divided into 24 basic families. More
than 70 illustrations help make the
descriptions more clear than ever before.
In addition to the regular basic movements and the additional glossary of
terms, you'll find a special "Order of
Teaching" list which gives a suggested
sequence in which these 24 family groupings may be exposed to dancers.

150 each
$10.00 per 100 or more postpaid
AT YOUR DEALERS OR WRITE US

ars
462 No. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048
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MAC GREGOR RECORDS
NEW RELEASES

Bob Fisk calls
GIVE ME SUNSHINE
MGR #2057 Flip
RECENT RELEASES:

MGR #2056 "Gonna Have A Ball" —
Called by Bruce Johnson of Santa Barbara, Calif.
"IT HAD TO BE IOU" — a simple R/D, choreographed by
Frank & Phyl Lehnert of Toledo, Ohio — MGR #5006
recommended for Square Dancers

Squares for one term and we attended really
memorable jamborees at Zaragoza and Sevilla.
We did two exhibitions for the Spanish people
—one in the center of the Plaza de Toros—
between bullfights!
Upon our return to Seal Beach, Calif. in
1962 we joined Seals and Squeals but then
were off the next year to Miami, Fla. where
for family reasons our square dancing was
sadly neglected. Then, just when our two offspring obtained their drivers' licenses and no
longer needed chauffering, our company sent

ali

aliale

us to Amsterdam, Holland.
Here we drive 11 hours each way from our
home in Haarlem to Soesterberg's AFB, Camp
New Amsterdam, to square dance with American Air Force families and their Dutch friends.
We dance in the cafeteria of the elementary
school on the base and the club is the Holland
Windmillers.
It has been a rewarding adventure to participate in and help promote square dancing
in two states and four foreign countries. We
recommend it highly.

DANCE and WESTERN SHOP

FAVORITE SQUARE DANCE DRESSES FOR FALL AND
HOLIDAY DANCING
#04746

#0369

$35.00

$22.95

Festive dance dress made
of 100% dacron polyester
crepe. Over skirt and sleeve
trim is made of white/
silver rose patterned lace.
Colors: White — Turquoise
— Hot Pink — Lime —
Yellow
04747 Same dress made
of 100% dacron Pollyester
magic Crepe. Colors: Red —
Black — Avocado — Real
Blue — Raspberry — $42.95

Easy to wear dance dress
of Permanent Press Avril
Rayon and Cotton
Broadcloth. Colorful cotton
braid and nylon lace trim.
Lace trimmed puff sleeves
have elastic at arm and
neck. Easily adjusted.
Colors: Cranberry — Brown
— Royal — Black —
Turquoise Jade — Red
— Orange — Avocado

Both dresses: sizes Misses 6 to 20, Jr. 5 to 15 — Mailing chg. — $1.00
Please allow 4 weeks if dress is not in stock.

8916 Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 64155 • Phone (816) 444-3110
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Open Thurs. Eves.
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ASHION

Stripes of a floral print, pale gold
and openwork make this Zeno
type cotton dress worn by Nedra
Anthony quaint and very pretty.
The gathered skirt is finished
with a wide ruffle edged with
narrow red lace which is repeated
on the puffed sleeves. A pert bow
nestles at the waist in back.

NEWCOMB P. A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
CAN BE PURCHASED WITHOUT A DOWN PAYMENT, WITH APPROVED CREDIT

SENSA-MIKE & SENSA-TUNER

Write for Brochure
and
Select Your Choice

Truly the

"WIRELESS MIKE OF THE SPACE AGE"

TERMS
for
Your Convenience
USED
P.A. SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE

TR 1640M-HF2

SM-3

All Prices
F.O.B. Houston

SM-1
$399.00

$499.00

$284.95

Up-date your equipment with this UPDATED SENSA-MIKEThe SENSA-TUNER is greatly improved over the Transatuner and includes built-in telescoping whip antenna—red
light turns on to indicate mike is transmitting. Screw down
lock will hold fine tune dial in place even when moving or
storing tuner.
Every instrument guaranteed to perform as advertised and
covered by full factory warranty. With the introduction of
the new line comes a choice of 2 SENSA-MIKES;
The popular SM1, for ordinary P.A. use in hand held or
lavalier operation—ORThe more powerful, more rugged SM3-700—the ball type
you see widely used on live television shows—it is
recommended for close mouth and heavy blast work
as in square dance calling—you can literally "eat" the
mike without distortion!

Volume control for EV microphone
to use with Newcomb PA systems
25 Watt 40 Watt
56 Watt 80 Watt
$25.00

Write us for free illustrated brochure

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BLUE STAR

LORE

BOGAN

1855 — Naughty Angeline
Caller: Al Brownlee, Flip Inst.

1222 — Don't Build No Fences
Caller: Chuck Bryant, Flip Inst.

1109 — Blue of The Night
Caller: Bob Augustin, Flip Inst.

1854 — Welkin' In The Woods Key of C
Movin' Along — Key of A
(Hoedowns)

1221 — Red Roses
Caller: Jerry Thole, Flip Inst.

1108 — There's Better Things In Life
Caller: George Keith, Flip Inst.

1220 — Smokey the Bar
Caller: Billy Dittemore, Flip Inst.

1107 — Don't Forget the Flowers
Caller: Johnny Creel, Flip Inst.

LP 1016 — Marshall Flippo Sings Em
and Swings Em In Stereo
1853 — Hertz Rent A Chick
Caller: Al Brundage, Flip Inst.
1852 — High Hopes
Caller: Dick Bayer, Flip Inst.
1851 — Tootle Dee Doodle Dee Do
Caller: Marshall Flippo, Flip Inst.
1850 — Everybody's Got Trouble
Caller: John Johnston, Flip Inst.
1849 — Country Boy
Caller: Al Brownlee, Flip Inst.

ROCKIN' "A"
1346 — Swinging Around
Caller: Mal Minshall, Flip Inst.

1106 — Those Were The Days
Caller: Harold Bausch, Flip Inst.
1105 — When I'm With My Baby
Caller: Roy Orvis, Flip Inst.

1345 — Crying
Caller: Roger Hopper, Flip Inst.
1344 — Milwaukee Here I Come
Caller: DeWayne Bridges, Flip Inst.

MUSTANG

SWINGING SQUARE
2349 — I Won't Go Hunting
Viiith You Jake
Caller: Bill Saunders, Flip Inst.

1848 — The Name Of The Game
Caller: Marshall Flippo, Flip Inst.

125 — Lucky Stars
Caller: Henry Hayes, Flip Inst.

2348 — Normally Norma Loves Me
Caller: Ed Fraidenburg, Flip Inst.

1847 — Ann
Caller: Al Brundage, Flip Inst.

124 — The One You Love
Caller: Billy Brooks, Flip Inst.

2347 — Spanish Two Step Square
Caller: Cal Brazier, Flip Inst.

1846 — Celito Undo
Caller: Marshall Flippo, Flip Inst

123 — Don't Swing Me
Caller: Henry Hayes, Flip Inst.

2346 — Wham Barn
Caller: Ken Finnerty, Flip Inst.,

We carry all square and round dance labels

—

Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 323 W. 14th St., Houston, Tex. 77008

Phone UN 21017

"On all future tours, we better recommend leaded boots and slippers."
We make ONE thing
But GOOD!
THE FINEST QUALITY, POPULAR PRICED
SQUARE DANCE SHOE IN ALL AMERICA.
MADE OF SOFT, LIGHT, FLEXIBLE
CHOICE LEATHER.

Gordon's PROMENADE Shoe
"COMPLETE SQUARE DANCE OUTFITTERS"

• The only shoe of its kind in
A
rnc ccccc
• Cushion insoles
• Good Look'', —Smartly
Styled —Trim — Neat—
Eye catching design
• Popular priced -

$'14.95
• We pay postage anywhere.

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 Palm Ave.
Hialeah, Florida
P.O. Box 841—ZIP 33011

